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Resumo  
 

 A situação econômica na área metropolitana de Lisboa atrai pessoas de diferentes 

municípios para trabalhar em Lisboa. O número relativamente alto de veículos que acessam Lisboa 

diariamente resulta em um tráfego congestionado em todas as principais rodovias de acesso à 

cidade. O tráfego congestionado é maior nas rodovias A5, A2, A1 e IC19, com um tempo de viagem 

de até 40min. Com o intuito de reduzir o congestionamento de veículos, a introdução dos recursos de 

VAO (“Vias de Alta Ocupação”) e seus benefícios são estudados. 

 

 O estudo técnico de viabilidade para introdução dos recursos de VAO está pronto para as 

vias A5 e A2. Nos dois casos, uma das faixas de uso geral será convertida em uma faixa exclusiva 

para VAO, separada das demais por uma marcação no asfalto ou obstáculos. A nova secção da via, 

os pontos de entrada e saída e as sinalizações adequadas já estão definidos. 

 

 O estudo para adoção dessa nova técnica demonstra que é possível reduzir em 10 a 15 

minutos o tempo de viagem utilizando a pista exclusiva de VAO, a qual tem a vantagem de ter uma 

velocidade máxima de 80 km/h comparada com a de 30 km/h permitida nas vias de acesso geral. 

Isso deverá encorajar as pessoas vêm a Lisboa diariamente (principalmente a trabalho) a dar caronas 

a outras pessoas ou a utilizar o transporte público. 

 

Palavras-chave: VAO instalações, tráfego congestionado, tempo de viagem.  
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Abstract  
 

 The economical situation in the Lisbon Metropolitan Area lead commuters from different 

municipalities to work in Lisbon city. The relatively high number of vehicles reaching Lisbon resulted 

traffic congestion on all the main highways at the access point of the city. The traffic congestion is the 

most important in the A5, A2, A1, and IC19 highways with a maximum time of 40 min. In order to 

reduce this congestion, the introduction of HOV facilities and their benefits are studied.  

 

 The technical feasibility study is made for the A5 and the A2 corridor, for the introduction of 

HOV facilities. In both cases, one of the General-purpose lanes is converted to a restricted HOV lane, 

separated with the other lanes by a buffer or a physical barrier. The new section of the corridor, the 

ingress/ egress points, and the adequate signals are defined. 

 

 The evaluation of the use of this new technique, showed that it allows up to 10-15 min of 

travel timesaving by using the HOV facility, which has an average speed of 80 km/h, compared to 30 

km/h for general-purpose lanes. This should encourage commuters to switch to carpooling or public 

transportation.  

 

Key words: HOV facilities, Traffic congestion, travel time, commuters.  
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Introduction 
 

 The Lisbon Metropolitan Area has witnessed a growth in its economical activity and its 

demographic distribution; mainly due to the development of a motorway network, that links Lisbon to 

its neighbor cities. This network allows people to live in the surroundings of Lisbon and gives them 

better access to work there. However, the centralization in Lisbon city, lead to one of the main 

problems faced by many capitals around the world: Traffic congestion.  

 

 Traffic congestion is a condition on transport networks that occurs when the number of 

vehicles is high, causing a vehicular queue with slower speeds and longer travel time. There are 

different levels of congestion for each motorway, depending on: the number of vehicles passing every 

day, the location of the road (cities served, work areas), the type of the road, the motorization level, 

public transportation and their use.  

 

 This work will examine the traffic congestion of the roadways at the entry of Lisbon, and will 

discuss an alternative solution for this problem: the implementation of ‘priority’ HOV lanes in some of 

these roadways. Therefore, a first research on the current situation of the economical activity, 

demographic mobilization, and traffic congestion at the entry of Lisbon (without considering the intern 

traffic) will be done. After this, we will discuss the benefits of introducing an HOV lane to an existing 

roadway. Then, we will apply this solution to the motorways at the entry of Lisbon, by developing a 

multistep study. 

 

 The study is divided in four major parts; the efficiency of applying an HOV facility to the 

highway, a technical feasibility study, an evaluation of this new alternative solution, and finally the 

enforcement required for the practical use of the facilities.  
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I. HOV facilities  
 

What is an HOV lane?  

 

 A high-occupancy vehicle is a restricted traffic lane reserved for: vehicles with a driver and 

with one or more passenger, including carpool, vanpool and transit buses. The normal minimum 

occupancy level is a 2 or 3 occupant. The rules of vehicles allowance can be different for HOV 

facilities; some would allow other vehicles, like motorcycles, charter buses, emergency and low 

enforcement vehicles, low emission and other green vehicles, and/or single occupancy vehicles 

paying a toll –single occupancy vehicles can use the HOV lane but have to pay a toll, while if they 

drive on the general-purpose lane they don’t have to pay a fee, this kind of lane is known as HOT 

(high-occupancy toll) lane-. 

 

Why introduce HOV lanes?  

 

 In theory, HOV priority lanes can be an efficient way of using road capacity as they discourage 

inefficient use of the road space by single occupant cars by giving priority to public transport, two-

wheel vehicles and car sharing. This will normally increase average vehicle occupancy and persons 

travelling in the goal of reducing traffic congestion and air pollution.  

 

How to implement HOV lanes?  
 

 HOV lanes can be included in the design of a new roadway, or introduced on an existing one. 

They can be operational for some hours during the peak moments (maximum congestion) of the day, 

or can be full-time operational. HOV lanes have a variety of different facilities and methods to be 

implemented. The design of these facilities should consider some well-defined criterias. A preliminary 

study should be done to analyze the traffic congestion, the delay spent in every trip, the vehicle 

occupancy, the buses and public transport level, etc. And a technical study that considers the 

available space and the structure of the road.   

 

What are the main objectives of introducing HOV facilities? 

 

 The main objectives to be achieved when implementing an HOV facility in a highway are 

described below:  

 

- Increase the capacity of the corridor in terms of number of passengers carried, by the 

increase in the average occupancy rate per vehicle; 

- Reduce the number of single-carriage trips with just one occupant, increasing the energy and 

environmental efficiency of the transport function in the corridors; 
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- Improve the service conditions of public transport in the corridor, particularly in relation to 

average speed and compliance with schedules (regularity and reliability of services); 

- Reduce the effects of congestion and driving times for vehicles with more than one occupant 

(positive discrimination); 

- Reduce the vehicles by kilometers traveled by the users of the corridor; 

- Consequently, to reduce the effects of noise, atmospheric emissions, energy consumption 
and accidents associated with road traffic and the effect of congestion on the road network. 

 
 
 

 

 

 In the following, in the case of the highways at the entry of Lisbon, a preliminary, statistically 

analysis will be made, to decide where and when it is efficient to implement an HOV facility. Then after 

presenting the different types of HOV facilities, a technical- feasibility- study will be made on the 

chosen corridors, which characteristics point to a better success of the objectives mentioned above.  

 

 

 

 

II. General conditions  
 

 The apparent problem discussed in this study, which is the traffic congestion, located at the 

entry of Lisbon by vehicles coming from the near counties, is actually a result of many factors and their 

evolution throw time and space. The traffic congestion depends on the evolution of the population, the 

employment rate and location, and road networks available.  

This part will put in context the current situation of the traffic in the Lisbon Metropolitan Area.  

  

1. Evolution of the population in the Lisbon Metropolitan Area  

 

 The Lisbon Metropolitan Area is composed of 18 municipalities, centered by the Portuguese 

capital Lisbon. The population in 2011 was estimated to 2.8 million, of which 477 784 (15%) lives in 

the city of Lisbon. The map representing the density of population in LMA below shows that the 

distribution of the population is different from a municipality to another.  
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Figure 1: Population density in the LMA in 2011  
 

The map in figure 1 gives the magnitude of the population distribution in the municipalities in the LMA. 

For a first approach, it is noticeable that the population in Cascais, Sintra, Oeiras, the LMA south 

(Almada, Setubal), and in Lisbon city, is more important than other places. This approach is supported 

by a study from the Relatorio Sectorial Demogafia, which provides more precise numbers on the 

population in each municipality, in the table 1 below.  

 

Table 1: Evolution of the population in the LMA. 

Municipality  2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 
Ratio in 
LMA(2016) % 

Oeiras 162128 168895 174575 177879 178418 6.0 
Cascais 170683 181165 190252 197585 202795 6.7 
Lisboa  564657 523303 477784 432709 389341 14.7 
Sintra 363749 422990 488134 551021 609971 18.7 
Odivelas  133847 136255 137740 137215 134452 4.7 
Mafra 54358 61274 68905 76644 84020 2.6 
Amadora 175872 172849 168014 161000 152255 5.5 
Loures 199059 202981 205298 204978 201773 7.0 
Vila Franca de 
Xira  122908 134698 146949 157633 166139 5.4 
LMA NORTH 194261 2004411 2057651 2096664 2119163 71.3 
Alcochette  13010 15122 17400 19669 21872 0.7 
Almada  160825 166535 170549 172475 172440 5.9 
Barreiro 79012 76697 73809 69714 64662 2.4 
Moita  67449 68823 69892 70125 69406 2.4 
Montijo  39168 41199 42958 44310 45201 1.5 
Palmela  53353 58864 64298 69524 74384 2.4 
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This study has developed a method to estimate the population in 2016 and 2021. The ratio is 

calculated with the year 2016. Once again the relatively high density of LMA south (30%) and Lisbon 

city (14.7%) is highlighted. The active population who works in Lisbon will mostly use the bridge 25 

April (road IP7) that will be discussed later on.  

Sintra represents 18.7 % of the population of LMA, which will be linked later in the study to the number 

of vehicles using the roadway IC19. Also, Cascais and Oeiras, which are served by the highway A5 

represents 13% of the population.  

 

 

2. Economical activities   

 

 The economical activity and its distribution in the LMA play an important role in the population 

transportation; people will make the everyday trip to go to work and come back home.  

 

 The LMA has an active population of about 1.3 million people, with 32.7 % of the national 

employment being located in its territory. Most of the private companies are located in the capital. A 

study made by Câmara municipal de Lisboa showed the evolution of the private enterprises in Lisbon 

and their proportion in the LMA (Table 2).    

 

Table 2: Private jobs from 1991-2000 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 Lisbon gathered around 40% of the total private employements in the LMA in the year 2000. 

The actual number of enterprises is not determined, but the document Area Metropolitana de Lisboa 

em Numéros, 2015 showed the density of the establishments in the LMA. (Figure 2)  

Seixal 150271 169196 189411 208285 225028 7.1 
Sesimbra 37567 44157 51616 59636 68042 2.0 
Setubal  113934 120462 126544 131136 133951 4.5 
LMA SOUTH 714589 761055 806477 844874 874986 28.7 
LMA 2661850 2765465 2864129 2941538 2994149 100.0 

 1991 1995 2000 
Lisbon 381000 342700 361400 

LMA 717800 703600 825300 
Ratio % 53.1 48.7 43.8 
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Figure 2: Density of establishments in the LMA, 2014.  

 
 

This density of establishments in 2015 in Lisbon city is relatively higher than the other municipalities. 

We can assume that the population in the nearby counties will make the journey to work there. They 

choose to live outside of Lisbon for several reasons: lower rent payment, possession of house, etc.  

 

The road network developed through the years has created better access to Lisbon. The next part will 

discuss the evolution of this network, and the current situation of all the roadways that links the 

municipalities in the LMA, and Lisbon city.  
 

3. A new road network   

  

 During the end of the 1990’s, the LMA has witnessed a significant transformation in the road 

infrastructure, defining a new performing Network, enhancing the population mobility.   

The LMA has a road network that is structured around four main axes to the north, two access 

corridors to Lisbon to the south and two circular to the north of Lisbon. Moreover, the main changes in 

the structure of the road network concern the creation of road networks, the creation of the new South 

access to Lisbon (via Vasco da Gama Bridge) and the extension / improvement of the existing main 

axes (Auto-estrada: Norte, A1, A2, Cascais, A5; West, A8, and IC19). The National Highway Plan 

2000 will, according to information available by the Instituto de Estradas de Portugal, increase the 

connectivity of the existing network and, consequently, give the possible answer to the growing rate of 

motorization in the LMA. 
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Figure 3: The LMA network, 2001.  

 Despite the high effort to modernize the Lisbon metropolitan area's road infrastructure, the 

problem of the traffic congestion in access to the capital, especially during so-called "peak hours" was 

already occurring in 1998, about 265 000 people flocked daily to the municipality of Lisbon, the great 

majority coming from the other metropolitan counties of the North bank of the Tejo. 

Figure 4: Traffic in Praça da Portagem, 1997. 
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The roadways considered in the study are mostly freeways, called Autoestradas, which connects the 

other counties to Lisbon. Some complementary roads will be considered as well, named with the 

letters IC and followed by a number.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Roads considered in this study  
 

 

The table 3 below shows the length and the cities/municipalities that are served by each roadway.  

 

Table 3: Route and lengths of the roadways.  
 

Designation Route Length (Km) 

A1 Lisbon – Santarém – Leiria – Coimbra – Aveiro – Porto 303 

AC2 -A30 
Lisbon – Rio Maior – Leiria – Coimbra – Mealhada – 

São João da Madeira – Argoncilhe – Porto 
330 

Ponte Vasco da gama 

-A12 
Lisbon / Ponte Vasco da Gama – Montijo -Setúbal 41 

Ponte 25 abril -IP7 

(A2) 
Lisbon – Setúbal – Évora – Estremoz – Elvas – Caia 225 

N6 Lisbon – Paço de Arcos – Parede – Estoril – Cascais 25 

A5 Lisbon – Oeiras – Cascais 25 

IC19 - A37 Lisbon (IC17) – Queluz – Sintra (N249) 16 

IC16 
Lisbon (IC17) – Amadora – Belas – Alto Colaride – 

Sintra 
20 

IC22 - A40 Olival Basto (IC17) – Montemor (IC18) 4 

A8 Lisboa – Caldas da Rainha – Leiria – A1 138 



III. Efficiency study for the selection of HOV roadways 
candidates. 

 

1. Criterias  
 

 When planning an HOV facility, a number of criteria should be taken into account for 

successful implementation and for achieving the objectives set out in before.  

 

 Although HOVs have been tried and implemented in several countries over the past decades, 

it has been in the United States that this type of technical solution has been further studied and 

implementation cases have been more documented in terms of pre- and post- analysis. It was thus 

possible to build technical knowledge on the basis of numerous cases leading to the drawing up of a 

reference document: The HOV Systems Manual. 

 

 The manual developed by the Transportation Research Board (TRB), The HOV Systems 

Manual (1998), lists several criteria for drawing up the implementation plan for HOVs, which identify 

areas and corridors that are candidates for such routes, and types of infrastructure. From the criteria 

listed in the manual, the following criteria were selected for this study:  

 

- Non-toll motorway corridors or sections with a minimum cross-sectional area of 2x3; 

- Existence of congestion in the corridor. According to the above Manual, in many US 

metropolitan areas, this implies a service level D or E and maximum speeds at rush hour 

equal to or less than 50 km / h (30 mph); 

- Credibility in estimating savings in travel times. Corridor with possibility of coming to (higher 

than or equal to C) and whose travel time savings over generalized routes is at least 1 minute 

per kilometer. According to US experience, runners with more credible travel time estimates 

and the likelihood of higher travel time savings are more likely to be successful in 

implementing an HOV. The aforementioned manual suggests that the VAO allows time 

savings of about 1 minute for about one-and-a-half kilometers (1 min / mile) and at least 5 

minutes of total travel time savings, with 8 minutes being a more desirable value. According to 

the state of Texas experience, 10-minute savings already contribute to the success of HOVs; 

- Standard of the trips that reflect the traffic home-work, with pointed / marked end times. In a 

planning phase, this analysis focuses essentially on trips originating in residential areas and 

destination in employment poles and concentration of activities. In this case, the study refers 

to entry corridors in the city of Lisbon, with traffic commuting to work as a preferential 

destination Lisbon and preferential origin the peripheral counties; 

- Trip distance. The longer the travel distances, the greater the potential for reducing travel 

times; 
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- Existing collective transportation careers and quantity of shared vehicles. A corridor with high 

volumes of carpooling and buses is a better candidate for implementing an HOV; 

- Prediction or evidence that allow the number of passengers transported in the HOV to be 

equal to or greater than that of the adjacent routes within 5 years; 

- Physical characteristics of the corridor. It is necessary that the corridor to be selected for 

installation / construction of the HOV presents characteristics that make possible its 

integration, in the short term and, if possible, in the long term, allow the necessary 

improvements that may need to be made on the road. The selection of corridors with 2x3 

lanes is already one of the physical conditions imposed, so that there is the possibility of 

converting a generalized route into an HOV, which would avoid, since it is a pilot project, the 

need for more construction works. 

-  Guarantee that the installation of the HOV does not significantly impair the conditions of 

movement of adjacent roads; 

- Oversight. Possibility of ensuring effective surveillance. It is necessary to guarantee the 

possibility of inspection and to plan how this will be put into practice. In most cases the 

inspection is done by human means using the competent authorities (police or bodies created 

with authority for on-the-spot inspection). Given the difficulty of viewing inside the vehicle, it 

may be advantageous, as suggested in the AASHTO manual, to create areas that facilitate 

inspection. There is already some development in the area of Intelligent Transport Systems, 

however and for various reasons, namely issues related to the privacy and characteristics of 

some vehicles, it is not easy to implement this type of solutions; 

- Effective cost. It is important that the plan includes, at a given time, a cost / benefit analysis, 

which compares gains such as time savings, occupancy rate increase, emission reduction 

with construction / implementation costs, maintenance and operation costs; 

 

 

 

 

 

 The evaluation of the mentioned criteria implies a characterization and diagnosis of the 

existing situation in the corridors to be evaluated. It is necessary to characterize it in terms of the 

physical, operational characteristics (speeds and travel times) and demand (type of vehicle, traffic 

volumes, origins / destinations and vehicle occupation). Therefore, research has been made to 

estimate the current situation in the access roads to Lisbon.  
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2. Mobility of the LMA population  

 

 The resident, active and student population that commutes in the LMA amounted to 1,673,592 

individuals in 2011, representing a growth of 2.4% in relation to 2001. Of this set of trips, 39% had an 

inter-contractual nature. 

The municipalities of LMA Norte were the main generators of travel, accounting for 73% of the group 

of work / study trips, while Lisbon and Sintra were the most significant absolute flows (304,835 and 

240,191 individuals, respectively). At the AML Sul, the flows generated by Almada and Seixal, is more 

than 90,000 individuals. 

The analysis of the first and second main destinations of the commuting movements generated by the 

municipality also allows us to perceive the strong polarization exerted by the city of Lisbon, inducing 

the generation of important flows to the North (mainly Sintra, Amadora and Loures) and to the South 

(mainly Almada , Barreiro and Seixal).  

 

 

 

Figure 6: Everyday movement in the LMA, 2011  
Source: PEDU, Componentes de Mobilidade Urbana Sustentável (AML, 2015)  
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The city of Lisbon being the main destination with 890876 vehicles, which represents more than 50 % 

of the total of the population commuting in the LMA, in 2011.  

The most recent data about the number of vehicles, in each of the highways studied here, reaching 

Lisbon City has been evaluated in 2014. The number of vehicles getting to Lisbon per day was 711 

400, (table 3). 

 
Table 4: Number of vehicles/day reaching Lisbon City, 2014.  
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The table 4 shows that the number of commuters reaching Lisbon city daily is the highest for the A1 

(12.7%), IC19 (17.6 %), A5 (18.1 %), A2 (19.1%). This is the first indicator showing that the four 

highways mentioned, respond to the criterias to introduce an HOV facility. Further characteristics will 

be discussed in the following, to evaluate the need of the HOV facility in these fours corridors.  

 

3. Public transportation   

 

 From the observation of the graph below (figure 7), the weight of the use of "Car as driver" is 

highlighted as the main mode of travel, particularly in the counties of Cascais / Oeiras and Loures. It is 

also worth noting the weight of the "Train" in the line of Sintra, whose use as main mode of transport is 

54%, and the weight of the "Other" trip in Barreiro, associated with the boat crossing, about 68%. 

 

 It should be noted that, in the case of municipalities located in the Setúbal Peninsula, the 

modal distribution structure estimated in the 2001 Census must have undergone changes that, in 

some municipalities, will have been certainly significant. In fact, the councils served directly by the 

North-South Railway Axis (Fertagus service) benefited during a decade of progressive improvements 

of the service that was reflected in a continuous increase in the number of passengers transported by 

this connection. Therefore, it is considered that the values included in the Census 2001 for the 

counties of Almada, Seixal, Sesimbra, Palmela and Setúbal should be taken as merely indicative and 

not representative of the current reality of mobility. 

Road	 Number	of	vehicles	/day	 Ratio	of	total	
vehicles	

A1	 90000	 12.7	
A8	 48700	 6.8	
IC22	 19300	 2.7	
IC16	 53800	 7.6	
IC19	 125400	 17.6	
A5	 128800	 18.1	
N6	 24400	 3.4	

Ponte	25	de	Abril-A2	 135600	 19.1	
Ponte	Vasco	da	Gama	 54300	 7.6	

IC2	 31100	 4.4	
Total	 711400	 100	
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Figure 7: Distribution of the transportation modes in the LMA road network, 2011.  

 

 

 

4. Level of congestion  

 

 The study made in the Componentes de Mobilidade Urbana Sustentável (AML, 2015) 
suggests that the road network has a good overall accessibility. The isochrones calculated from the 

main entrances of the city of Lisbon show good access to the city, with the center of the LMA located 

less than 20 min. from the city of Lisbon, and the first Transitional Crown (10-20 km from the city 

center) at a distance-time from major accesses less than 30 minutes (figure 8).  
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Figure 8: Isochronous to the main entrances in Lisbon (the crowns represent the rays of 10, 20 and 30 km from 
the Plaza of Spain) 

 

The color dark green is for a time between 0-10 min, the light green is between 11-15 min, the yellow 

color is for 15-20 min, the orange is for 21-29 min and the red color is for more than 30 min. These 

travel times don’t take into account the traffic congestion at the main entrance of Lisbon. Although the 

information brought by this figure are not totally realistic, and does not take into account many factors, 

such as the congestion, the average speed and the vehicle volumes. The figure is considering a free 

flow vehicle flow. It sheds the light that for the same distance from the center, the north part of the 

LMA has better travel time than the south part. This could be explained by the capacity of the road 

network, which is clearly more developed in the north part of LMA, and helps commuters to reach 

Lisbon city faster.   

 

The following part, will consider this congestion at defined entries of Lisbon, Therefore, for each 

roadway an “entry” point to Lisbon has been appointed, depending on the level of congestion at peak 

hours. We will see that in some locations, the time spend in traffic will exceed 20-30 min, which is 

more than twice the normal travel time. These locations are shown in the figure 9 below.    
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Figure 9: Location of the access to Lisbon considered in this study. (Source: Google Maps) 
 

The places referred to in the numbers in the figure 9 are shown in the table 5 below.  

 
Table 5: Location of the access to Lisbon to each highway.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Highway Location	for	study	 Number on 
Map 

A1 
Exit	Estrada	Eixo	

Norte-Sul	
1	

AC2 -A30 A.	Infante	dom	
henrique	

2	

Ponte 25 Abril –A2 Tolls	on	the	bridge	 3	
Ponte Vasco da Gama 

-A12 Tolls	on	the	bridge	 4	

N6 Crossroads	Algès	 5	

A5 Viaduct	Eduarto	
Pacheco	

6	

IC19 - A37 Crossroads	Buraca	 7	
IC16 Crossroads	Alfornelos	 8	

IC22 - A40 Crossroads	Olival	Basto	 9	
A8 Crossroads	Olival	Basto	 9	
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 The level of congestion for every road at the entry of Lisbon has been estimated using the 

application Google Maps - web-mapping service developed by Google – which can show the real time 

traffic, or usual traffic at a specific time of the week, using colored lines. The red line means the 

highway traffic is moving at less than 25 miles/hour, orange line means traffic is moving faster, 

between 25 and 50 miles/hour, and green line mean the traffic is moving along at more than 50 

miles/hour.  

 Knowing this, the distance and the time spent in the congestion can be determined. The time 

spent by a passenger in the traffic congestion can be compared, to the duration needed to drive the 

same distance without congestion, and therefore obtain the delay caused by this congestion.  

 The tables below show the traffic situation for each roadway for the morning peak hours 

(Table 6), which was observed for Monday at 8:35 am, and for the afternoon peak hours (Table 7).  

 

 
 
Table 6: Traffic Congestion at morning peak Hours 

 

 

 

 

This table shows indeed that the distance of congestion is different from a roadway to another; the 

roadways A1 (13 Km), A2 (8.1 Km), N6 (8.5 Km), A5 (12.2 Km) and IC19 (9.6 Km), have the most 

congestion distance for the morning peak hours for vehicles reaching Lisbon City, to work or for other 

purposes. These distances are significantly important because they are leading to a traffic time that 

can reach 35 to 40 min. The maximum time delay caused by these traffic congestions is represented 

in the chart below (figure 10). This will highlight the differences of time delays between each roadway, 

and therefore will help us determine, where it is more efficient to introduce an HOV lane, to minimize 

this delay.  

 

 

 Morning Peak Hours (7-11 AM) 

 
Distance 

(Km) 
Traffic Time 

minimum (min) 
Traffic Time 

maximum(min) 
Normal 

time (min) 

A1 13 22 40 11 
IC2 -A30 1.6 4 10 3 

Ponte 25 Abril-A2  8.1 16 40 6 
Ponte Vasco da 

Gama -A12 No No No No 

N6 8.5 18 40 10 
A5 12.2 20 45 9 

IC19 - A37 9.6 14 35 8 
IC16 1.9 2 6 1 

IC22 - A40 1.1 2 4 1 
A8 3.5 2 7 2 
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Figure 10: Maximum Delay morning peak hours (min) 
 

 

 The maximum time delay is the most important for the roadways mentioned before with the 

longest traffic congestion distance: IC19, A5, N6, IP7 and A1. The time spent in the congestion is 

more than 25 minutes, than the normal time.  

 

 In the following, the same characteristics (table 7) were determined for the afternoon peak 

hours (Friday 17h-20h Pm). This will help us know if the HOV facilities has to be in both directions of 

the highway or if the distance needed in both direction is different.   

 
Table 7: Traffic Congestion at afternoon peak Hours.  
 

 

Afternoon peak hours (5:00-8:00 pm) 

Distance 
(Km) 

Traffic Time 
minimum (min) 

Traffic Time 
maximum(min) 

Normal time 
(min) 

A1 6.3 12 28 10 
IC2 -A30 No No No No 

Ponte 25 Abril –A2 3.4 3 6 3 
Ponte Vasco da 

Gama -A12 No No No No 

N6 2.6 4 9 3 
A5 8.1 9 16 6 

IC19 - A37 4.5 7 14 4 
IC16 No No No No 

IC22 - A40 No No No No 
A8 No No No No 

 

 

 

0	 5	 10	 15	 20	 25	 30	 35	 40	

A1	
IC2	-A30		

Ponte	25	abril	-IP7	
Ponte	Vasco	da	gama	-A12	

N6	
A5	

IC19	-	A37		
IC16	

IC22	-	A40	
A8		
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The traffic congestion at the afternoon peak hours seems to be less important than to the one in the 

morning. The congestion in the A1 is still relatively important with a maximum traffic time of 28 min, 

and the roadways A2, N6, A5, IC19 have a maximum traffic time between 6 and 16 min. The other 

roads don’t seem to have a congestion problem in the afternoon peak hours. This can be explained by 

the different time the workers finish their work shift, and by the different activities that the people have 

after work, they don’t go home (use the highways) directly. The delay time caused by the traffic 

congestion is shown in the chart below (figure 11).   

 
Figure 11: Maximum Delay afternoon peak hours (min) (Leaving Lisbon) 

 

 

The average time delay caused by traffic congestion is around 10 min, with higher value for the A1 

road (18 min). Most of the roads do not have congestion in the afternoon peak hours.  

 

The congestion characteristics of the afternoon and the morning peak hours are different. In the 

morning, the traffic is more important, with a time delay between 20-30 min, whereas the time delay in 

the afternoon peak hours is between 10-15 min. Also, the distance of congestion is double in the 

morning than the afternoon. Therefore, the HOV facility will be different for both sides of the highway, 

and for some corridors it will implement only on side and not on the other. The HOV facilities from both 

sides of a highway are independent in their activity. 

 

5. Field survey made by Infrastructures of Portugal  

 

 After defining the main place of congestion on the corridors access to Lisbon, a more detailed 

characterization of the operation of the corridors was carried out during this period. Thus, in order to 

characterize the demand and performance of the infrastructures in the studied segment of highways, 

the following field surveys were carried out: 

- Traffic counts in the peak period from 7:00 am to 11:00 am, for quarter-hour periods and in the 

Light, Taxi, Bus and Heavy classes; 

- Sampling of occupancy of vehicles; 
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The figure 12 shows the locations where occupancy counts and surveys were performed. 

Figure 12: Locations of the Survey point 
 
 
 
 

5.  A. Traffic counts  

  

An extended study has been made by Infrastructures of Portugal, which is coherent with the results 

found in the parts above. They counted the commuters at the entry points of Lisbon in corridors where 

the traffic congestion is the highest such as the A5, IP7 (A2), IC19 and A1.  

 

The locations of the counts represented in the figure 12 are described in table 8, which also shows the 

period and date of its realization and the respective classes of vehicles considered. 

 

 
Table 8: Locations of the traffic count  
 

Post  Highway  Segment  Time 
period  

Type of 
vehicle  Date  

C1 A1  Santa Iria/IC2--> IC17 

7h-11h 
Vehicles; 

taxi;bus;heavy 
weight  

16-12-2010 
C2 A2 Forgueteiro --> Almada 14-12-2010 
C3 A5 Estadio --> Linda-a-Velha 16-12-2010 
C4 A5 EN117 --> Monsanto  14-12-2010 
C5 IC19 Hospital--> Tercena  16-12-2010 
C6 IC19 Hospital --> EN117 14-12-2010 
C7 IC19 En117- Estado Maior  15-12-2010 
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For a better reading and comparison of data, volumes throughout this part are always displayed on an 

hourly basis:  

- For the accounting period, from 7:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m., the total will be presented as an 

average hourly flow that will correspond, to the total volume counted in that period to be 

divided by 4 hours; 

- Measurements made every 1/4 of an hour are shown as hourly, in vehicle / h and correspond 

to 4 times the volume posted in that 1/4 hour. 

 

Table 9 presents a summary of the average hourly flow of the total counts corresponding to the period 

from 7:00 am to 11:00 am, per station, direction and vehicle class. 

 

Table 9: Number of vehicles counted 
 
 

Vehicle	Flow	entering	Lisbon	(Veh/h)	
Post  Car Taxi  Vehicles  Bus  Heavy weight  Total  
C1 1463 19 1482 83 17 1582 
C2 2655 6 2661 78 16 2755 
C3 5034 42 5076 65 7 5148 
C4 4496 46 4542 44 38 4624 
C5 3277 32 3309 103 12 3424 
C6 4429 48 4477 80 20 4577 
C7 2751 42 2793 58 5 2856 

Vehicle Flow exiting Lisbon (Veh/h) 
Post  Car Taxi  Vehicles  Bus  Heavy weight  Total  
C1 1740 13 1753 206 16 1975 
C2 1877 5 1882 158 15 2055 
C3 2418 40 2458 60 8 2526 
C4 4193 107 4300 18 31 4349 
C5 3074 19 3093 152 11 3256 
C6 3545 53 3598 87 16 3701 
C7 2294 41 2335 84 3 2422 

 
 
 
 

 From the table above, it can be seen that in most of the stations and for the accounting period, 

the most heavily loaded is the entry into Lisbon.  

 

In the period from 7am to 11am, stations C2 and C3 are the ones with the greatest difference in traffic 

distribution per direction, being close to 60/40 (most charged direction / opposite direction) and 70/30, 

respectively. 
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5.  B. Vehicle occupancy  

 

 The occupation of vehicles is a key variable in the choice of the type of road operation 

regarding the restriction of use. The usual practice in the various HOVs implemented at international 

level is to restrict the use to vehicles with a minimum of 2 (2+) or 3 (3+) occupants, so that the 

following quantification was chosen: 

 

 - 1 occupant; 

 - 2 occupants; 

 - 3 or more occupants 

 

 Taking into account the objectives of the work, it was considered that the quantification in 3 or 

more occupants would facilitate the collection of information, thus increasing the sample. The count of 

the number of occupants above 3 would only be relevant if the minimum to consider for the use of the 

route was above the 3 occupants. 

 

The occupation survey was carried out towards Lisbon, by sampling, alternately in the three lanes. In 

this case, it was decided to account for the occupation of the first gray car that passes in each road. 

This was intended to ensure randomness in relation to vehicles and roads. With this method samples 

were obtained between 8% and 16%. These values were extrapolated to the light volume of the 

corresponding 1/4 hour, resulting in the following values: 

 

 
Table 10: Values of the HOV counts 
 
 
Highway  A1 A2  A5 IC19 

Hours  1 2 2+ 1 2 2+ 1 2 2+ 1 2 2+ 
7h -8h  1554 641 135 1915 835 121 4058 1189 87 2397 869 56 
8h -9h 1005 262 39 2437 612 68 3535 1061 63 2168 377 8 

9h -10h 822 351 30 1861 439 95 3277 809 21 2373 168 0 
10 -11h 691 303 19 1588 591 58 3074 764 43 2314 261 10 
7h -11h  4072 1557 223 7801 2477 342 13944 3823 214 9252 1675 74 
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Figure 13 shows the distribution of the number of occupants in the total sample taken between 7:00 

and 11:00. 

 
Figure 13: Number of occupants in vehicles for each road.  

 
  

It is noted that 70% to 85% of the vehicles observed included only the driver. In IC19 the percentage 

of vehicles with more than 2 occupants is only 16% in the total period, about half of the one counted in 

A1 (31%). 

 

5.  C. Service Level by corridor  

 

 The theoretical analysis of Service Levels in section was made using the Highway Capacity 

Manual 2000. This calculation presents some limitations since it considers only the characteristics of 

the routes and the flow accounted in each section, not considering the bottlenecks downstream that 

cause the reduction speed upstream. Consequently, the track performance was evaluated through the 

travel speeds actually recorded during the measurements made using the floating vehicle method. 

 

 The application of the HCM 2000 methodology for the sections in which the flows were 

recorded resulted in the Service Levels presented in figure 16. 

By reading the table, it can be seen that in the sections analyzed and towards Lisbon, only IC19 and 

A5 have Service Levels below C. 
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Table 11:  Level of service for each corridor.  
 
 

Post		 Highway		 Segment	
Entry	of	Lisbon	 Exit	Of	Lisbon		
Veh/h	 LOS		 Veh/h	 LOS		

C1	 A1	 	Santa	Iria/IC2-->	IC17	 2504	 C	 2282	 B	
C2	 A2	 Forgueteiro	-->	Almada	 3196	 C	 2208	 B	

C3	 A5	
Estadio	-->	Linda-a-

Velha	
7527	 F	 3190	 B	

C4	 A5	 EN117	-->	Monsanto		 5981	 E	 5496	 D	
C5	 IC19	 Hospital-->	Tercena		 4140	 D	 3640	 C	
C6	 IC19	 Hospital	-->	EN117	 5062	 D	 4517	 C	
C7	 IC19	 En117-	Estado	Maior		 3442	 C	 2868	 C	

  
 
 

6. Comparison between corridors  

 

 In this chapter the studied corridors are compared regarding all the information gathered 

above, in order to base the choice of the most favorable corridors to implement HOV facilities.  

 

 

The following comparison criteria were used: 

- Congestion: distance of congestion and vehicles volume;  

- Observed percentage of vehicles with 2 or more occupants: the corridor should already have 

sufficient demand on vehicles with 2 or more occupants; 

- Bus volume: The number of buses in the corridor should be taken into account;  

- Physical space available: it is important to consider the space available for the feasibility 

study, for a lane conversion, or the construction of a new lane, with the less budget possible.  

 

Table 12: Criterias for comparison  

 

Criterias for comparison A1 A2 A5 IC19 

Demand 

Volume of cars entering Lisbon 
(Veh/h) 2500 3200 7180 4110 

Volume of cars exiting Lisbon (Veh/h) 2280 2210 3710 3580 
Percentage 2+ (%) 24 22 24 15 

Percentage of Buses (%) 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.3 

Traffic characteristics 

Average speed (Km/h) 52.8 18.5 33.3 26.5 
Average time stuck in congestion 

(min) 31 28 32.5 24.5 

Length of congestion (Km) 13 8.1 12.2 9.6 

Physical 
Characteristics 

Platform width (m) 29.6 35.5 28.6 28.6 
Separator (m) 0.6 4 0.6 0.6 

Left Shoulder (m) 1 1 0.5 1 
Right Shoulder (m) 3 3.5 3 2.5 
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From the table 9, it is possible to highlight to following:  

 

- The vehicle flow entering Lisbon is much more important for the A5 corridor (7180 veh/h) 

- The vehicle flow existing Lisbon is lower then in the morning peak hours for the 4 corridors.  

- IC19 has the lowest percentage of 2+ occupants vehicles 

- The bus volume is nearly un-existing in the four corridors.  

- The A2 has the lower average speed (18 Km/h) and the A1 has the highest one (50 Km/h) 

- The travel time spent in the congestion is between 24 and 32 min.  

- The lower distance of congestion is in the A2 corridor (8.1 Km) and the highest in the A1 

corridor (13 Km). 

- A2 corridor has better geometrical characteristics for the implementation of the HOV facility. 

 

The four corridors considered are candidates to the implementation of an HOV facility. All of them 

have characteristics justifying the use of this alternative solution.  

 

For the rest of the study, the A2 and A5 corridors will be chosen to make the feasibility study, the 

evaluation and the enforcement application for the use of the HOV facilities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

IV. Feasibility study for the implementation of HOV facilities.  
 

 This chapter will discuss in a first part the types of HOV facilities that can be implemented on 

a highway, with their restrictions and norms. These norms are not yet set in Portugal; thus, some 

values will be taken from the HOV guidelines manual from Kansas, USA.  After this, a feasibility study 

will be developed for HOV facilities in two different highways chosen before; A2 (25th of April bridge) 

and A5.  

A. Overview  
 

a. General  

 

 The operation of a High-Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) facility is closely linked to its design 

features and the traffic demands on the freeway corridor. Therefore, operational characteristics must 

be considered not only during the design process, but also for HOV system planning. As 

recommended for design features, operational characteristics should also be uniform and consistent 

within the region, in this case the LMA.    

 

 The LMA is a metropolitan area that consists of a central business district – Lisbon City - with 

weekday commuter traffic from outlying areas, referred to as a “radial” geographical area, the traffic 

demands on each corridor indicates definite directional peaks during the morning and afternoon 

commute periods. The traffic in the off-peak direction is light, and during the afternoon peak hours, 

therefore the design of the facility should be appropriate for this situation.  

 

 

 

b. Types of HOV facilities (source: Highway design manual, Chapter 24, 1998). 

1. Barrier-separated HOV lanes (figure 17): A roadway or lane(s) built within the freeway right of 

way (commonly within the median) that is physically separated by barriers from adjacent 

general-use lanes and is designated for the exclusive use of high-occupancy vehicles during 

at least portions of the day. Opposing directions within a barrier-separated facility are 

separated by either a barrier or buffer.  

2.  Bus way HOV lanes: A preferential roadway or lane(s) developed in a separate right of way 

and designated for the exclusive use of buses only. Barrier separation is not generally needed 

for bus ways in separate rights-of-way. High-speed bus lanes should be separated from each 

other by barrier. Bus lanes without separation may be considered for low-speed operation.  
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3. Buffer-separated HOV lane: A road way or lane built with in the freeway right of way 

(commonly the median) that is separated from adjacent general-use lanes with a designated 

buffer width of 0.3 m or more. The lanes are commonly the inside lane(s) of the freeway cross-

section, adjacent to the median barrier, and are designated for the exclusive use of high-

occupancy vehicles during at least portions of the day.  

4. Non-separated HOV lanes: A designated lane containing no buffer separation with adjacent 

freeway lanes. The lanes are normally located adjacent to the median barrier as an -inside 

lane, or may be an outside lane (either adjacent to or on the outside shoulder). 

5. Contra-flow HOV lanes: A designated freeway lane or lanes, commonly the inside lane of a 

minimum 6-lane freeway, in the off-peak direction of general-use travel. Low-speed contraflow 

lanes are usually separated from the off-peak direction general-use lanes by insertable tubular 

markers. Movable concrete barriers should be used for high- speed contraflow lanes. The low-

speed lane should be designated for exclusive use by occupancy vehicles (usually buses 

only. Carpools and vanpools may be included on barrier-separated lanes.  

6. HOV queue by pass facility: A short, often non-separated lane, designed to operate in the 

same direction as the adjacent general-use traffic lanes through an isolated traffic bottleneck, 

a toll plaza, or a metered location. The lane is designated for the exclusive use of high-

occupancy vehicles and provides a "head of the line" advantage in bypassing queued traffic.  

Figure 14: Example of Barrier-Separated HOV lane.  
 

 

c. Operation modes  

  

1. Barrier separated HOV facilities: 

 

 Barrier-Separated HOV facilities can be used for reversible or two-way operation. Two-way 

operation is the most desirable when space and cost considerations are not major concerns. Barrier-

separated HOV facilities, whether two-way or reversible, offer operational advantages such as:  
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1. Ease of enforcement (violations can be enforced at the ingress/egress locations).   

2. Ease of incident management.   

3. Unimpeded HOV operation without interference  from the mixed-flow lanes.   

4. Lower violation rates.   

5. High level of driver comfort.   

 

à  Two-Way Barrier-Separated HOV Facilities  

Geometric cross-sections for a two-way barrier separated HOV facility are shown in Figure 3.1 and an 
elevated HOV facility shown in Figure 3.3. The elevated option can be used when right of way is 
limited. Elevated HOV facilities should be 7.8m or wider between barriers. The 7.8m width between 
barriers provides flexibility for future conversion to two 3.3m lanes with 0.6m shoulders.  

à  Reversible Barrier-Separated HOV Facilities  

A reversible barrier-separated HOV facility should be considered when the project is severely 

constrained by right of way and environmental considerations. In addition, it is essential that the traffic 

directional split (after allowing for traffic growth) be 65% or more in the heavier direction of flow. Once 

implemented, conversion of a reversible operation to other modes can be extremely difficult. However, 

if the appropriate directional splits can be maintained, this option provides capacity in the needed 

direction with far less right of way than otherwise required by permanent two- way HOV configurations. 

A typical geometric cross- section for a barrier-separated, reversible HOV facility is shown in Figure 12  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 15: Geometric section 1. 

 

b. Buffer-Separated HOV Facilities 

 

The Buffer-Separated HOV facility is set apart or separated from the mixed-flow lanes by a buffer of 

variable widths, generally 1.2m or less. Buffers 3.6m to 4.8m are occasionally used, particularly if used 

in conjunction with ingress/egress acceleration and deceleration lanes with potential conversion to 
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additional traffic lanes. However, such wide buffers should only be used when there is adequate width 

to provide 3.0m or wider shoulders left of the HOV lane. Buffer widths between 1.2m to 3.6m should 

not be used. This will discourage the use of buffers as a refuge area. Compared to contiguous HOV 

facilities, buffered HOV facilities generally provide the motorists with a better level of service. This 

includes higher driver comfort, extra margin of safety through providing extra maneuvering room, and 

a lessening of the impact from incidents on adjoining HOV and mixed-flow lanes. The typical 

geometric cross-section for buffer-separated HOV facilities is shown in Figure 3.2.  

 
c. Contiguous HOV Facilities  

 

Contiguous HOV facilities are normally associated in areas with short duration, high volume peak 

commute traffic periods. Also, contiguous HOV facilities may be used when right of way limitations 

preclude buffer separation of the HOV lane from the mixed-flow traffic. Since the HOV traffic is free to 

enter and exit the lane throughout its length, no design details are required for ingress/egress except 

at the ends of the HOV facility.  
Part-time contiguous HOV facilities allow the use of all lanes during off-peak periods, particularly for 

construction and maintenance purposes. Additionally, part-time operation may be more acceptable to 

the motorist not totally convinced of the need for the HOV facility. Because the lane reverts to mixed-

flow operation after the peak period, reductions from the typical geometrics need to be carefully 

analyzed. The typical geometric cross-section for a contiguous HOV facility is shown in Figure 16.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 16: Geometric Section 2. 
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B. Application  
 

 The design of managed HOV lanes differs significantly from the design of general lane as they 

required the retrofitting of highway corridors with constrained design settings and that included earlier 

design exceptions that were previously approved for a specific set of operation rules and 

requirements. When new lanes are constructed, the physical design and construction of the lanes is 

similar to that of any full standard highway improvement, incorporating few trade-offs between lane 

width, shoulder width, access, and physical separation.  

 

 The designed HOV lanes may require full roadway reconstruction (which won’t be the case in 

this study) but often such projects must fit within an existing freeway (applied for the A2 and the A5 

corridors). Existing roadway constraints may limit the ability to meet standards. In many cases, the 

conditions on the right side of the road and the bridge structures make it impossible to meet all desired 

design standards.  

 

 Therefore, a feasibility study will be made in this part, by applying two different methods of 

implementation of the HOV lane, and check if the roadway constraints allow the introduction of these 

lanes. The conversion of the extreme left General-Purpose Lane of each highway side will be made 

for the A5 and the A2 corridors; with buffer and physical barrier separation, respectively.   

 

 After studying the technical feasibility, the managed HOV lanes will be accompanied by some 

form of access control, in order to provide better traffic service levels, support higher traffic volumes 

and discourage toll violations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 B.2  A5 Roadway  

 

 The implementation of a new HOV facility will be discussed in this part. By first choosing the 

segment of the highway where the HOV lane will be introduced. After verifying the geometrical 

aspects, the second phase of the design will be considered, such as the entry and the exit of the 

facility, and the adequate signs.  
 

B.2.1  Type of HOV facility  

 

 The HOV facility chosen to reduce the level of congestion on the A5 Highway, at the entry of 

Lisbon City, before the viaduct Duarte Pacheco in Alcantara valley, is the conversion of the GP lane 

on the left side of each way of the corridor into an HOV Lane with a concurrent flow. The HOV lane is 

separated from the GP lanes by a buffer. This method is chosen here because it is relatively simple to 

implement with not a lot of modifications to do on the corridor. The buffer separation is used because 

of the several in and out movement on this small segment of the corridor.  

 

 This method is the most recommended for a highway; the HOV lane is usually on the left side 

of each way. It is better for safety reasons, regarding the ingress and egress (in and out) of the facility, 

and regarding the relatively high speed of the lane (80 Km/h), and the exits and the entries of the 

highway.  

 

 Some estimation was made in the case of this study; the cost of the project, and the budget 

available are not considered, and won’t interfere in the choices made, as long as the implementation 

of the HOV lane is technically possible.  

 

   

 

B.2.2  First segment iteration   

 
 The model proposed in this part is to convert the GP lane on the left side to an HOV lane, on a 

total of 11.6 Km for the morning peak hours, and 8.5 Km for the afternoon peak hours. The main issue 

to consider here is the important number of entry and exit of the highway, which is five, on such a 

relatively short part of the highway. This will affect the flow, by changing the average speed, and the 

vehicle volume.  

 

The feasibility study for the A5 highway will be different for the morning peak hours and the afternoon 

peak hours, because they have different traffic congestion, thus they will have different lengths and 

locations of segments of HOV lane on the inside of each way of the highway.  
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à The morning peak hour (7h-11h AM) congestion will be considered in a first part. The figure 20 

below shows the first iteration of HOV segments.  

 
Figure 17: HOV segment for the A5 highway, morning peak hours. 

 

The table 13 shows the new lane configuration on the segment where the HOV facility has been 

implemented.  

 
Table 13: New lane configuration for the morning peak hours (right side of the corridor). 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lanes Exit Direction Lisbon New lanes for 
the right side 

Left Right   
GP 

lanes 
HOV 
lane 

3 2  
Viaduct Duarte 

Pacheco 0 2 

2 2 1 Praça de Espanha 1 1 
4 4   3 1 
4 4 2 Ajuda, Monsanto 3 1 
4 4   3 1 
3 3 3 Algès, Belém 2 1 
3 4   3 1 

3 3 4 
A36 CRIL, A1 

NORTE, 
Aeroporto 

2 1 

4 4   3 1 

3 3 5 Carnaxide, Linda-
a-Velha 2 1 

3 3  Estadio Nacional 2 1 

3 3 6 Loures, Algés, 
Caixas 2 1 

3 3  Viaduct Barcarena 2 1 
3 3   2 1 

3 3 7 Oeiras, Porto 
Salvo 2 1 
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à The afternoon peak hours (5h-8h PM) congestion will be considered in the second part. The figure 

18 below shows the first iteration of the HOV segment.  

Figure 18: HOV segment for the A5 corridor, afternoon peak hours.  
 

The table 14 shows the new lane configuration on the segment where the HOV facility has been 

implemented.  

Table 14: New lane configuration for the afternoon peak hours (left side of the corridor). 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Lanes Exit Direction 
Lisbon 

New lanes for the left 
side 

Left Right   
GP 

lanes HOV lane 

3 2  

Viaduct 
Duarte 

Pacheco 
2 1 

2 2 1 Praça de 
Espanha 1 1 

4 4   3 1 

4 4 2 Ajuda, 
Monsanto 3 1 

4 4   3 1 
3 3 3 Algès, Belém 2 1 
3 4   2 1 

3 3 4 
A36 CRIL, 

A1 NORTE, 
Aeroporto 

2 1 

4 4   3 1 

3 3 5 
Carnaxide, 

Linda-a-
Velha 

2 1 

3 3  
Estadio 

Nacional 2 1 

3 3 6 
Loures, 
Algés, 
Caixas 

2 1 

3 3  
Viaduct 

Barcarena 3 0 

3 3 7 Oeiras, Porto 
Salvo 3 0 
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B. 2.3  Cross section of the A5 corridor  

 

 After defining the segment of the HOV lane, the drawing of the new section is made using the 

software AUTOCAD. The current geometric cross section of the highway allows the implementation of 

the HOV facility with some modifications with the shoulders length, and the addition of a buffer 

separation. Some extra space will be needed at the right side of the way.  
 

 Considering the section recommended for a concurrent buffer separated facility in the 

Highway design manual, the HOV lane should have a 3.6 m width. However the lane width on the A5 

corridor is 3.5 m, so the lane converted to HOV will have this width. Additional space will be needed 

for the additional buffer separation. The existing widths of the corridor are reminded in the table 15.  

 

Table 15: Physical Characteristics for the A5 corridor (in meters) 
 

 

 

The new cross section will be the following:  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

  HOV Lane          Buffer           GP lane                      GP lane            Right Shoulder 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 18: New Cross-Section for the A5 HOV segment (m) 
 

 

 

 

The figure above shows the new cross section after introducing the HOV facility in the A5 corridor. The 

buffer space is 1.2 m according to the HOV manual described in the Overview. The other dimensions 

are unchanged. (The figure 21 shows on way of the highway, the other is symmetric)  
 

Existing	corridor	
width		 Separator		 Left	shoulder		 Right	shoulder		 Lane	width		

28.6	 0.6	 0.5	 3	 3.5	

Physical 

Barrier 

Left 

Shoulder 
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B.2.4.  Access points   

 

 The line constituting the buffer space between the HOV lane and the GP lanes should 

consider the entrance and the exit of the corridor.  The initial location of access points is typically 

determined by traffic patterns and origin and destination studies. The access points are then adjusted 

to provide for a desired distance of at least 300 m per required lane shift from any exit or entrance 

ramps on or off of the highway. Typically, when the minimum of 150 m per lane shift cannot be met, 

the access point is combined with access for another ramp.  

 

Figure 19: Recommended distance for ingress/egress of the HOV facility 
 

 

 The length of access or distance in which drivers can switch from or to the HOV lane is 

generally at least the minimum length provided for lane changes.  
If a minimal lane shift distance of 150 m is used to locate the access point and if access to or from the 

HOV lane is restricted to one movement, then the access opening could be as short as 150 m.  

 
This is a “rule of thumb” distance for the access point. There are some studies that suggest using 

micro-simulation models to analyze weaving distances and by extension determine adequate access 

lengths. The summary in the table 16 below shows the conclusion of this study.   
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Table 16: Weaving distance for managed lane cross- freeway maneuvers.  

 

In the case of the A5 corridor, it has a medium LOS: Level C. There is no intermediate ramp between 

the freeway entrance/exit and the HOV lane, so the recommended minimum weaving distance per 

lane is 500 feet, which is 152 m. The chosen distance is 200 m per lane, as shown in the figure 22 

above. A table explaining the different Level of services is joined in the Annex I.   

 

 

After proposing this solution for the ingress/egress of the HOV facility, the measurements needed to 

locate these points on the HOV segment, will be done in the following for each entrance/exit of the 

highway. The result is shown on the maps in the figure 28-29-30. It is possible for the HOV entering 

the highway to get access to the HOV lane, from all the five entries located on the segment of the 

corridor studied. However, this choice will be evaluated later on in the study, to see how does it affect 

the average speed of the facility, and maybe avoid the access to the HOV facility for each entry 

located on the segment.  

 

 

B. 2. 5. Signalization  

 

Vertical signs  

 
 The implementation of high occupancy routes is an unprecedented measure in Portugal, so 

the existence of specific signs for these routes is limited to the signal presented in the document 

"Technical Instruction on the use of Variable Message Signaling" of the National Security Authority 

(ANSR), in which the signal presented in figure 20 is presented. 
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Figure 20: Information signal to HOV lane.  

 

The signal in the figure 23 refers to the code E, 21. The document mentions in Portuguese: “ 

 

“Poderá, eventualmente, o âmbito dos veículos admissíveis nestas vias de trânsito ser alargado aos 

referidos na descrição do sinal D6 (via reservada a veículos de transporte público) e aos automóveis 

ligeiros de passageiros híbridos e movidos a eletricidade.  

 
Quando a via reservada a veículos com alta taxa de ocupação for a via mais à direita da faixa de 

rodagem (e estiver delimitada com uma marca longitudinal específica deste tipo de via, se for incluída 

no RST) o SPMV E,21 pode ser afetado a essa via pela simples colocação no lado direito de um 

PLMU, ou do sinal vertical de obrigação correspondente, no sentido de trânsito a que respeita.”  

 

Which means that the sign can be modified, according to the D6 regulations for public transportation 

use of the lane, or for hybrid and electrical vehicles.  

 

In addition to the signal mentioned above, there is a Traffic Signaling Regulation (TSR), which 

includes the vertical signs presented in figure 21. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 21: Vertical signaling proposed by the ANSR in TSR 
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Inspired by the HOV cases implemented all over the world, and specially in the USA (figure 25), IP 

Infrastructures of Portugal creates an HOV sign to be implemented in Portugal (figure 22).  

 

 
Figure 22: Example of vertical signalization to HOV facility.  

 
 

Infrastructures of Portugal suggested signs similar to the one presented in the figure 22 above.  

 

 
Figure 23: HOV signs suggested to be used in Portugal  

 
 

This sign should implemented 1000 m before the HOV facility starts, with a description of the vehicles 

allowed and the operating hours.  

 

Horizontal signs 

 

 The proposed symbol - "2+" - complements vertical signaling and will have to be accompanied 

by information to users. It is considered that this symbology must be simple and easy to read. Just as 

the means reserved for public transport refer only to the word "BUS", it is considered that it will be 

reasonable to use the "2+" for High Occupancy Routes. Alternatively, the word "HOV" could be 

included, however, considering the efforts made to standardize signaling at European level, "2+" 

would be a more sensible option. This is represented in the figure 24.  
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Figure 24: Proposal for horizontal signaling to be placed along the HOV lane  
 

B.2.7 Maps  
 

This part will apply the signalization and the ingress/egress of the HOV facility, with the adequate 

signs, and put the location on the maps below (figure 25, 26 and 27). The measurements are made 

using the application Google Maps and the location of points using the software Photoshop.  

 

à  Morning peak hours  
 

Figure 25: Location of the signalization for the HOV facility 1/3.  
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Figure 26: Location of the signalization for the HOV facility 2/3.  
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 27: Location of the signalization for the HOV facility 3/3.  
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The legend of the 3 figures above is represented in the table 13 below.  

Table 17: Legend for the 3 maps above.  
 

A	

	

B	

	

B-C	

	

C-D	

D-E	

	

E-F	

	

F-G	

	

G-H	
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H-I	

	

I-J	

	

J-K	

	

K-L	

	

L-M	

	
	

M-O	

N	
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àAfternoon peak hours  

 The same work is made for the afternoon peak hours on the other way of the corridor.  

 

Figure 28: Location of the signalization for the HOV facility 1/3.  
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 29: Location of the signalization for the HOV facility 2/3.  
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Figure 30: Location of the signalization for the HOV facility 3/3.  

 

 

The legend of the 3 figures above is represented in the table 18 below.  

 
Table 14: Legend for the 3 maps above.  
 

A	

	

B	

	

	

B-C	
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C-D	

	

D-F	

	

E	

	

 

 

 

B.2.8  Limits of this study  

 
 The study made for the A5 corridor, and the location of the ingress/egress points, has many 

limits. The locations are put manually with Photoshop and using Google Maps as tool for 

measurement, this can be a source of error and precision.   
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 B.3    A2 Roadway   

 

 The part will propose another HOV facility solution to reduce the traffic congestion before the 

toll plaza, situated on the 25th of April Bridge. It is intended to convert an existing GP lane that can be 

a Via Verde priority lane or normal one, without building a new lane for the corridor. The purpose is the 

same as before, have an HOV facility well used, by allowing time saving and less traffic for its users, 

without affecting negatively (and relatively improve) the flow in the GP lanes.  

 

 Therefore, in addition to the counts mentioned above and resulting from the fieldwork, more 

information was requested regarding: 

- Hourly pay at the tollbooths, by mode of payment and class of vehicles, to perceive how the 

traffic is distributed on the lanes.  

- Information on the physical characteristics of the toll plaza (Plan view and section view). 

The information gathered in this part has been gathered from Lusoponte, the Portuguese company in 
charge of the Tagus transit in the LMA.  

 

B. 3. 1. Information and statistics on the toll  

 

Regarding the debts at the toll Square, Lusoponte provided the following: 

- The debits by class, by their mode of payment and by hour, in two representative working 

days; 

- The debits per cabin, between 7am and 10am, on the day mentioned above; 

- Debits by mode of payment and class, per month, over a representative day; 

- And the monthly debits by type of payment and class throughout the year of 2010; 

The per cabin and mode of payment, registered by Lusoponte, allowed to analyze which type of 

payment is most used throughout the day and by vehicle class, which cabins are most in demand and 

which are the maximum registered flows, taking into account the mode of payment. 

Figure 31: Hourly traffic distribution at the toll plaza by type of payment 
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 Figure 31 shows Via Verde as the most used payment method between 6h am and 24h am, 

with this mode of payment being used by about 50 percent of the vehicles crossing the bridge for the 

day. There is also a relative increase in the use of the Via Card between 8 am and 10 am, which is 

higher than the manual payment method. The figure 32 shows the distribution for the period between 

7am and 11am, during which time there is a percentage increase of Via Card users and reduction of 

users of the manual mode of payment. This is reflected in the fact that this mode of payment is 

associated with the commuting trips of those who live in the South Bank, particularly in Almada, and 

who work in the North Bank. Via Card, besides being a faster payment method than the manual mode 

of payment, allows obtaining discounts associated with the number of passes in the toll plaza. 
 

 
Figure 32: Distribution of traffic in the toll plaza, by type of payment, between 7am and 11am 

 

 

The following graphs highlight the following points: 

- The cost of the Via Verde cabs is much higher than the others, with a maximum of 1 030 

vehicles on track 13, between 7 am and 8 am; 

- The maximum registered charge for Via Card was 539 vehicles, between 8am and 9am, in 

cabin 11;  

- For the Via Manual, a maximum flow of 370 vehicles was recorded in track 9, between 7am 

and 8am; 
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Figure 33: Distribution of traffic in the toll plaza by cabin and mode of payment (7am to 8am) 
 

 

 

Figure 34: Distribution of traffic in the toll plaza by cabin and mode of payment (8am to 9am) 
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Figure 35: Distribution of traffic in the toll plaza by cabin and mode of payment (9am to 10am) 
 

 

B.3 .2 HOV Facility Type  

 

 Considering the congestion level in the A2 corridor, and the characteristics of the 

highway, such as not a lot of entries/exits from the highway (compared to the A5 segment), and the 

congestion in the toll plaza, the HOV facility type chosen for this case is a physical barrier separated, 

concurrent flow facility. This is made by converting the left side GP lane on one way of the highway 

(direction Lisbon). The distribution of the barrier will depend on the ingress/egress of the lane, the 

exits and entries of arterial roads, and on the enforcement wanted for the good and efficient use of this 

type of facility. 

 

 Moreover, considering the distribution of the payments in the different cabins of the toll 

plaza, it is intended to use the first three cabins on the left for HOV users; with the three different types 

of payment. The rest of the cabins (GP lanes) will be redistributed according to the types of payments 

that are the most used (which is Via Verde in this case) and by putting more Via Card cabins to 

encourage the people to use them, and reduce the congestion length (Via Card is faster then cash 

payment).  

 

 

B.3. 3. First segment iteration   

 

 The first segment of the A2 corridor for the HOV facility is chosen, as a first iteration 

along the distance of the traffic congestion in the morning peak hours. In this case, the congestion in 

the corridor going from Lisbon to Almada is relatively low (time spent in traffic congestion is around 6 

min), therefore only the morning peak hours will be considered. It has a total distance of 8.1 Km.  
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 The HOV facility proposed for this corridor is the conversion of the GP lane located on 

the left side of the corridor, near the separator. It is a concurrent flow, barrier separated facility. The 

barrier separation between the HOV lane and the GP lanes seems to be more adequate in the A2 

corridor than the A5, because the number of entrance and exits of the highway are not as important. 

Therefore, the vehicles movement in and out of the facility is reduced; the vehicle volume and the 

average speed will relatively not change, allowing the facility to be used well by its users.  

 

The first segment iteration for the introduction of the HOV lane on the A2 corridor is represented in the 

figure 36 below:  

 

Figure 36: First segment iteration for the implementation of the HOV facility.  
 

The table 19 shows the new lane configuration on the segment where the HOV facility has been 

implemented.  

Table 19: New lane configuration for the morning peak hours (right way of the corridor). 

 

Lanes  
Exit  Direction Lisbon 

New lanes for the 
right side  

Left  Right  HOV lane GP 
lanes  

3 3   Ponte 25th of April 0 3 
3 16   Toll Plaza  3 13 
4 6 1 Almada  1 5 
3 3     1 2 
4 3     1 2 
3 3   Amora station  1 2 
3 3 2 Fogueteiro 0 3 
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B. 3. 4. Cross sections for corridor and toll plaza   

  

The section of the corridor will change according the HOV design manual for a barrier-separated 

facility. An additional space will be needed for the physical barrier, and for safety reasons. The 

physical characteristics of the A2 corridor are reminded in the table 20 below:  

 

Table 20: Physical Characteristics for the A2 corridor (in meters) 
 

 

The figure 37 below shows the cross section of the HOV facility in the A2 corridor.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

          HOV Lane         Left Shoulder       Right Shoulder        GP Lane                GP Lane           Right Shoulder 

               

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 37: Cross section HOV segment in the A2 corridor (m) 

 
 

 

 

The figure 37 shows the new cross section after introducing the HOV facility in the A2 corridor. One 

side of the highway is only shown because the HOV is only implemented for the morning peak hours, 

for the side going from Almada to Lisbon. The separator is reduced to 0.6 m, the left shoulder and the 

right shoulder kept the same length. The barrier separation between the HOV lane and the two GP 

lanes is composed of a physical barrier of 0.6 m length, and two 3m width shoulders.  

 

The toll plaza will witness some changes as well. The first 3 tollbooths will be reserved for HOV 

vehicles, for the three types of payment: Via Verde, Via Card and Via Manual. 

 

 

 

Existing	corridor	
width		 Separator		 Left	shoulder		 Right	shoulder		 Lane	width		

35.5	 4	 1	 3.5	 3.5	

Physical 

Barrier 
Left 

Shoulder 

Physical 

Barrier 
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B.3. 5 Signalization and access points 

 

For what concerns the adequate vertical and horizontal signs to be put on the HOV facility in the A2 

corridor, the same rules explained and applied to the A5 are used in this case. The access points are 

the same as explained the last part; in this case there’s only one access point after the Entry number 1 

(Almada), because it is the only the entry to the corridor along the HOV facility.  

 

The measurements required by the restrictions for the signs and the access point to the HOV facility, 

are made in the next part using Google Maps.  

 

 

B.3.6   MAPS  

 

This part will apply the signalization and the ingress/egress of the HOV facility, with the adequate 

signs, and put the location on the maps below (figure 38, 39, 40, 41, 42).  This is made only for 

morning peak hours, because the HOV facility is not required for the afternoon peak hours in the case 

of the A2 corridor.   

Figure 38: Location of the signalization for the HOV facility 1/5.  
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Figure 39: Location of the signalization for the HOV facility 2/5 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 40: Location of the signalization for the HOV facility 3/5.  
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Figure 41: Location of the signalization for the HOV facility 4/5.  
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 42: Location of the signalization for the HOV facility 5/5  
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The legend of the 5 maps above is represented in the table 21 below:  

Table 21: Legend for the 5 maps above.  
 

A	

	

B	

	

B-C	 Barrier	Separation	

C-D	 Barrier	Separation	

D-E	 Barrier	Separation	

E-F	

	

F-G	 Barrier	Separation	

G-H	

	

G	 Sign	for	HOV	payment	

H-I	 Barrier	Separation	
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V. Evaluation of the impact of HOV lanes in A2 and A5 
corridors 

 

 In this part, an evaluation of the implementation of the HOV facilities is made. It will evaluate 

the efficiency of the type of facilities, their result regarding reliable time- savings and reducing traffic 

congestion.  

 

A. Evaluation for A5  
 

 For the evaluation of the implementation of the HOV facility in the A5 corridor, the potential 

number of HOV users should be determined. This estimation will allow finding the new vehicle flow in 

the HOV lane and in the GP lanes remaining, and thus estimate the new average speed in the 

corridor. The saving in travel time will be compared to the current situation, and to the results obtained 

in the case studies (presented in the part VII) done in other countries. The efficiency of the HOV lane 

will be evaluated.  

 

1. Estimation of HOV demands 

 

To estimate the number of HOV demands using the facility, two study cases will be evaluated by:   

a. Considering that only the current number of HOV commuters will use the facility, which 

will represent the case A.  

b. Considering that to the current number of HOV commuters will be added a number of 

commuters that will switch to carpooling, or to using public transportation, which will be 

case B. 

 

 

 

Case A:  

 

The survey made by Infrastructures of Portugal found that 21% of the commuters travel with 2 

passengers by vehicle, and 1% with 3 or more passengers per vehicle. The HOV lane allows vehicles 

with 2 or more passengers, thus 22% of the commuters will be allowed to use the facility during the 

peak hours. The proportion of buses is 1.2% of the total vehicles commuters. They are allowed to use 

the facility as well during peak hours. In total 23.2 % of the total number of commuters during morning 

and afternoon peak hours can use the HOV facility. The tables and figures below show the number for 

the morning and afternoon peak hours.  
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àMorning peak hours  
Table 22: Estimation new vehicle flow in A5 corridor for morning peak hours. (veh/h) 
 

Exit  Medium flow 
during peak 

hours (veh/h) 

Estimated future flow 
(veh/h) 

Number Name  HOV lane  GP lanes  
Exit 7 to Exit 5 Exit Oeiras to Exit Carnaxide  7530 1739 5790 

Exit 5 to Exit 1 Exit Carnaxide to Viaduct Eduardo 
Pacheco  5980 1381 4598 

 

The table 22 above is shown in a more explicit way in the figure 44 below.  

 

Figure 44: Estimation of the vehicle flow after introduction the HOV lane for the morning hours (veh/h).  
 
 

à  Afternoon peak hours  
Table 23: Estimation new vehicle flow in A5 corridor for the afternoon peak hours. (veh/h) 
 

 
 

 

Figure 45: Estimation of the vehicle flow after introduction the HOV lane for the afternoon hours (veh/h) 

Exit  Medium flow during peak 
hours (veh/h) 

Estimated future flow (veh/h) 

Number Name  HOV lane  GP 
lanes  

Exit 7 to Exit 
5 

Exit Oeiras to Exit 
Carnaxide  3190 737 2453 

Exit 5 to Exit 
1 

Exit Carnaxide to Viaduct 
Eduardo Pacheco  5500 1270 4229 
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Case B: 

 

To the current number of HOV users can also be added the commuters that will switch to carpooling 

or will use public transportation (Buses) in favor of travel time savings. From the different case studies 

found and developed in the next part, it was estimated that 7 % of the commuters will switch to the use 

of Buses and 5 % will share the car with another person during the two years following the introduction 

of the HOV facility. These numbers were concluded by the case study of Madrid, because it was also 

the first facility in Spain at the time, and the motorization level and the way of living of the country can 

be related to LMA. (Source [24] *) 

 

The total number of commuters can be identified by knowing the number of vehicles during the peak 

hours and the average vehicle occupancy. The numbers are shown in the tables below for the 

morning and afternoon peak hours.  

à  Morning peak hours 
Table 24: Estimation new vehicle flow in the morning peak hours. (veh/h) 

 

 
The Number of HOV users in the case b is more important that the number of the GP lane users. This 

result can not be used because it is practically wrong. It is purely theoretical and doesn’t take into 

account that the road traffic will always tend to have the same number of users in the different lanes, 

during congestion. This result is not taken into account in this study. The conclusion we can say is that 

the number of HOV is estimated to increase, and an efficiency evaluation should be made in 

continuous to modify the facility. 

The table 24 above is shown in a more explicit way in the figure 46 below.  

 

 
Figure 46: Estimation of the vehicle flow after introduction the HOV lane for the morning hours (in veh/h) 

 
 

Exit  
Total 

number of 
vehicles 

Population 
Commuting   

Population 
switch to 

buses  

Population 
switch to 

carpooling 

Current 
HOV  

Estimated future 
flow (veh/h) 

HOV lane  GP 
Lanes  

Exit 7 to 
Exit 5 20592 26769 1873 1338 1739 4546 2983 

Exit 5 to 
Exit 1 18492 24039 1682 1201 1381 3119 2860 
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è Afternoon peak hours  

 

 

Table 25: Estimation new vehicle flow in the afternoon peak hours. (Veh/h) 

 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 47: Estimation of the vehicle flow after introduction the HOV lane for the afternoon hours (in veh/h) 
 

 

The results obtained when considering the switch of the commuters to public transports and 

carpooling shows that: 

- For the morning peak hours the number of users of the HOV lane will be higher than the users 

of GP lanes.  

- For the afternoon peak hours the proportion of HOV users will be around 50% of the total 

commuters.  

 

This estimation is purely theoretical, but it shows that major changes can affect the corridor if the 

introduction of the HOV facility is a success and has efficient travel timesaving. The population will 

tend to share the rides, or use public transportation. Since it’s the first time in Portugal that such 

methods are implemented in a highway, it is hard to predict exactly how the population will react to this 

changing. This is why with time the facility may change to adopt to it; if the number of HOV users is 

high than GP users, the number of HOV lanes should increase and be more than the GP lanes. For 

example, it can be 2 HOV lanes and 1 GP lanes in the segment of the A5 studied.  

 

 

Exit  
Total 

number of 
vehicles 

Population 
Commuting  

Population 
switch to 

buses  
Population switch 

to carpooling 
Current 

HOV  

Estimated future flow 
(Veh/h) 

HOV lane  GP Lanes  
Exit 7 to 

Exit 5 10104	 13135 919 656 736 1609 1580 
Exit 5 to 

Exit 1 17392	 22609 1582 1130 1270 2781 2718 



2. Travel Time savings  

 

 After finding the new vehicle flow in the different lanes of the corridor, it is possible to estimate 

the new vehicle density, and the average speed in the segment of the A5 corridor, for the different 

cases described above.  

 

 In order to find the new average speed in the GP lanes of the A5 corridor some estimation has 

been made. The average speed in the HOV lane is considered to be 80 Km/h. The Highway Capacity 

Manual 2000 has been used to establish the relationships between the average speed (km/h), the flow 

(Veh/h) and the density (Veh/km) of the vehicles.    

 

 

 Density (Veh/km)  

 

 

In this relation, the only parameter known is the flow rate. In order to estimate the average travel 

speed in the A5 corridor, a relation between the density D and the average travel speed v will be 

made using Greenshield’s macroscopic stream model.   Which establishes a linear speed-density 

relationship:  

 

Where v is the mean speed at the density k, vf is the free speed and kj is the jam density. This model 

considers a free flow model. The graphs resulting from the method of calculation of the Greenshield’s 

model are shown in the following.  

The calibration of the model has been made using the following data:  

 
 
Table 26: Data used for calibration of the model  

 

Date Time Travel time (min) 
Average 
Speed(km/h) Flow (veh/h) Density (veh/km) 

17-11-2010 8:00 19:04 27.1 9350 345 
18-11-2010 8:00 11:55 43.3 6780 156 
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 The relationship obtained in this case between the average speed v and the vehicle density k is:  

 

V = 46-0.07k 
 

This equation will allow to have the three relationship described above, and which will helps us define 

the new characteristics of the GP lanes in the corridor.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 47: Graph representing the relationship between Average speed and vehicle density.  
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Figure 48: Graph representing the relationship between Average speed and vehicle flow 
 

In the figure 48, it is possible to notice the red part of the parabolic shape, which represents the 

average speed when the maximum capacity of the road is not fulfilled. And the Blue lane represents 

the average speed when the capacity of the road is maximum. The estimation used here following the 

linear relationship between speed and density is that the corridor is considered not with the maximum 

capacity.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 49: Graph representing the relationship between flow and vehicle density 
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The graphs above made it possible to identify the new average speed in the GP lanes. After knowing 

this new speed, the new time spent in the congestion can be calculated, and thus the travel time 

difference between the current and the future situation after the introduction of the HOV facility. 

 

à  GP lanes  
 
Table 27: Travel time difference in the GP lanes.  
 

 

Table 27 shows that the new time spent in the congestion is slightly higher that the current one for the 

GP lanes - with an average of 2 min – except for the case B in the morning peak hours where there’s 

a small timesaving of 2.5 min. The introduction of the HOV lane will practically not affect so much the 

vehicle flow and the congestion in the GP lanes. In this case B, where the HOV demand is optimal, the 

commuters in the GP lanes will have less travel time.  

However, the goal of the study is to evaluate mostly the time savings allowed by the use of the HOV 

facility, without affecting “a lot” the GP lanes. The results are shown in the table 24 below.   

 

à  HOV lane  
Table 28: Travel time difference in the HOV lanes.  
 

Case  

Current 
average speed 
for GP lanes 

(km/h)  

New average 
speed GP lanes 

(km/h) 
T1 GP 

lanes (min) 
T2 GP lanes 

(min) 
Travel time 
difference 

(min) 

Case A-
Morning 

Exit 7 to Exit 5 23 25 
24.4 26.2 -1.9 

Exit 5 to Exit 1 35 27.8 

Case A-
Afternoon  

Exit 1 to Exit 5 35 29 
18.8 22.7 -3.9 

Exit 5 to Exit 7 40 33 

Case B- 
Morning  

Exit 7 to Exit 5 23 31.8 
24.4 21.8 2.5 

Exit 5 to Exit 1 35 32 

Case B -
Afternoon  

Exit 1 to Exit 5 35 32.5 
18.8 21.0 -2.2 

Exit 5 to Exit 7 40 34 

2 

Current 
average speed 
for GP lanes 

(km/h)  

New average 
speed HOV 
lanes (km/h) 

T1 GP 
lanes 
(min) 

T2 HOV 
lanes (min) 

Travel time 
difference 

(min) 

Case A-
Morning 

Exit 7 to Exit 5 23 

80 

24.4 

8.7 

15.7 
Exit 5 to Exit 1 35 

Case A-
Afternoon  

Exit 1 to Exit 5 35 
18.8 10.1 

Exit 5 to Exit 7 40 

Case B- 
Morning  

Exit 7 to Exit 5 23 
24.4 15.7 

Exit 5 to Exit 1 35 

Case B -
Afternoon  

Exit 1 to Exit 5 35 
18.8 10.1 

Exit 5 to Exit 7 40 
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 The table 28 compares the time spent in congestion in the current situation and the time 

spent in the same distance for the HOV users. The average speed of the vehicles in the HOV lane is 

considered to be 80 Km/h. The Motorway Design Volume guide (December 2017), shows a graph that 

links the speed limit to the vehicle flow in a free flow regime. For all the cases described above, the 

speed limit should be around 95 to 100 Km/h. The study also shows that in a free flow regime the 

average speed taken by cars is around 80 Km/h. This is why 80 Km/h was considered the average 

speed in the HOV lane for the different case studies.  

The time saved in the morning peak hours is around 15 min, and the one saved in the afternoon in 

around 10 min. The implementation of an HOV facility, according to the previous studies, is successful 

when the travel time savings are more than 10 min.  

B. Evaluation A2 
 

 The impact of the implementation of the HOV facility in the A2 corridor will be done with the 

same method of the evaluation for the A5 corridor; by estimating the current and the potential HOV 

users for the next years, and by using Greenshield’s model to establish a linear equation between the 

average speed and the density, in order to calculate travel time savings for HOV and GP lanes users.  

The difference in this case, is that the traffic congestion for the afternoon peak hours is not taken into 

account, so the study is made only for the morning peak hours. More over, the segment of the A2 

highway considered, doesn’t have many entries and exits as seen for the A5 corridor, this is why it is 

considered that the vehicles flow is the same from the point the HOV facility starts, until the toll plaza.   

 

1. HOV demand  

 

The field survey made by Infrastructures of Portugal showed that there is 23 % of vehicles with two 

occupants, and 3 % of vehicles with 3 or more occupants, and 1% of buses. The same two cases A 

and B will be considered in this part, considering the current number of HOV users and the potential 

users for the couple of years to come, respectively.  

 

Case A 

  

The table below shows the new vehicle flow in the A2 corridor.  

 

Table 29: Estimation new vehicle flow in A2 corridor for morning peak hours. (Veh/h) 

 
 
 
 
 
The figure 50 shows the results in more explicit way:   

A2 Corridor  
Medium flow 

during peak hours 
(veh/h) 

Estimated future flow (veh/h) 

HOV lane  GP lanes  

Exit Amora-Toll plaza 3200 864 2336 
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Figure 50: Estimation of the vehicle flow after introduction the HOV lane for the morning hours (in veh/h) 

 
 

 

 

Case B  

 

Table 30: Estimation new vehicle flow in A2 corridor for morning peak hours. (veh/h) 

 

 

The numbers are shown in the figure 51 below:  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 51: Estimation of the vehicle flow after introduction the HOV lane for the morning hours (in Veh/h) 
 

 

 

A2 Corridor  
Total 

number of 
vehicles 

Population 
Commuting  

Population 
switch to 

buses  

Population 
switch to 

carpooling 

Current 
HOV  

Estimated future flow 
(veh/h) 

HOV lane  GP 
Lanes  

Exit Amora-
Toll plaza 11040 14352 1004 717.6 864 1532 1668 
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2. Travel Time savings  

 

 The same method was used here to estimate the new average speed by knowing the new 

vehicle flow in the HOV lane and the GP lanes.  

 

The Greenshield model has been used to find a linear equation between the average speed v (km/h) 

and the vehicle density k (veh/km).  

 

The calibration of the model used the data below:   

 
Table 31: Data used for the calibration of the model 

 

 

The relationship obtained between the average speed v and the vehicle density k is the following:  

V= 30-0.005k  
 

By using the same relationship obtained before, the new average speed in the GP lanes has been 

estimated, and the time savings are shown in the tables below.  

 

àGP lanes  

 
Table 32: Travel time difference in the GP lanes  

 

It is possible to see that the travel time spent in the congestion for the same corridor’s length is less 

important after the introduction of the HOV facility. The travel time savings are 3 min and 4 min for 

case A and B, respectively. This shows that the HOV facility doesn’t affect negatively the rest of the 

vehicles, but even has benefits and leads to time savings.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Date Time Travel time (min) Speed (km/h) Flow (veh/h) Density (veh/km) 
16-11-2010 7:00 24;21 32.5 3520 108 
16-11-2010 8:00 40;00 19.8 3200 161 

Case 
Current average 

speed for GP 
lanes (km/h) 

New 
average 
speed 

Distance 
D1 (km) 

Temps t1 
GP 

Temps 
t2 GP 

Travel time 
difference (min) 

Case A-Morning 23 27 8.1 21.1 18 3.1 
Case B- Morning 23 29 8.1 21.1 16.8 4.4 
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à  HOV lanes  

 
Table 33: Travel time difference in the HOV lanes  

 
The same approximation of the average speed limit of the vehicle in the HOV lane is made here, for 

80 Km/h. The travel timesavings for the HOV users are around 15 min. It represents nearly 45 % of 

the maximum delay caused by the congestion, which is 40 min.  Once again, it is possible to say that 

the introduction of the HOV lane will have a good impact on the behavior of the corridor, and by 

reducing the traffic congestion and saving commuters’ time.   

 

C. Conclusion  
 

 The study made in this part has shown that the introduction of the HOV facility in the two 

corridors, A2 and A5, is a good alternative solution to reduce traffic congestion and gain travel time.  

The main conclusions that can be taken from this part are:  

- The introduction of the HOV facility in the A5 corridor saves 15 min of travel time in the 

morning peak hours and 10 min of travel time in the afternoon for HOV users.  

- The introduction of the HOV facility in the A5 corridor doesn’t affect a lot the GP lane 

negatively; the travel time is around 2-3 min more.  

- The approximation made to with the Greenshield’s model that considers a free flow, and a 

linear relationship between the average speed and the vehicle density, helped to have actual 

numbers to define travel time savings and the average speeds. However, the numbers 

obtained are not exact; they are an estimation to give relative solutions. We can see the that 

the loss of travel time in the GP lanes is in the order of 2-3min and the gain in HOV lane is in 

the order of 10-15 min.  

- The introduction of HOV facility in the A2 corridor saves 15 min of travel time in the morning 

and afternoon peak hours for HOV users.  

- The introduction of HOV facility in the A2 corridor saves 3-4 min time for GP lanes users. 

- The optimum solution –considering the switching population to carpooling or public 

transportation- estimates HOV users to be equal or more than GP lanes users.  

- An HOV facility is well used when the flow is more than 800-1000 Veh/h. Which is satisfied by 

all the previous cases described.  

 

 

Case 
Current 
average 

speed for GP 
lanes km/h) 

HOV 
average 
speed 

Distance 
D1 (km) Time t1 Time 

t2 
Travel time 

difference (min) 

Case A-Morning 23 80 8.1 21.1 6.1 15.1 
Case B- Morning 23 80 8.1 21.1 6.1 15.1 
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The results obtained in this part were compared to the travel time savings which occurred in the case 

studies developed in the part VII from previous HOV implementation in different countries. The table 

34 shows the characteristics of the A2 and A5 corridors, and the two HOV facilities successfully 

working in Texas and Madrid.  

 

Table 34: Comparison with existing HOV facilities  
 

Location  HOV type  Length of facility 
(Km)  HOV users (%) Max Travel time 

savings (min) 

A5 Corridor  
Concurrent 

buffer 
separated. 

11.6 23.2 15.7 

A2 Corridor  
Concurrent, 

barrier 
separated  

8.1 27 15.1 

Madrid-
Spain 

Concurrent, 
barrier 

separated  
12.3 37 14 

Texas -USA 
Concurrent, 

buffer 
separated  

14.5 37 11 

 

 The table 34 shows that for a length of facility between 8 and 14 km, the estimated time saving by the 

HOV facility in the A2 and A5 corridor (15 min) has the same range as Madrid (14 min) and Texas (11 

min).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



VI. Application and enforcement for the HOV facilities   
 

 The effectiveness of the HOV facilities implemented in both cases of the A2 and A5 corridors, 

as well as the safety of the commuters, depends on the behavior of the corridor users and their 

respect for the facility’s policies. In order to reduce the number of illegal users of the HOV lane, 

violations enforcement should be put to control and check the vehicle occupancy, and the tolls of 

violations should be put in place.  This part will discuss in a first part the several HOV enforcement 

techniques, and then a second part about the techniques adopted for the A2 and A5 corridors.  

 

A. HOV enforcement techniques  
 

 To minimize the number of violators, there are several enforcement techniques, which have 

been developed for HOV lanes. The five main types of HOV enforcement techniques are police 

enforcement, commuter enforcement, automated vehicle identification, video cameras, and machine 

vision. The advantage and disadvantages of these enforcement techniques will be discussed.  

 

1. Police enforcement  
 

 Police enforcement is the most basic HOV lane enforcement technique. A police officer 

checks the number of occupants in each car at the entry or at the pull off of the facility. If a vehicle 

does not have the required number of occupants to use the HOV lane, then the police officer can radio 

to an officer at a downstream enforcement area, pursue the violator, or record the license plate 

number and mail the registered owner the ticket.  

 

Advantages 

- HOV lane violations are low where police officers are highly visible; 

- Secondary vehicle downstream: The secondary police officer is generally located in a pullover 

area downstream from the first police officer. After being notified by the first police, the 

downstream can concentrate on the vehicle concerned to check the occupancy, and be more 

reliable. Also, the pullover areas built into the HOV system can also be used for emergency 

stops or vehicle breakdowns.  

- Single police vehicle: HOV enforcement with a single vehicle reduces the cost of the 

enforcement program.  
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Disadvantages  

- Police personnel’s safety: all types of police enforcement of HOV lanes expose police officers 

to traffic and weather.  

- Secondary vehicle downstream: The downstream police officer pulling the HOV lane violator 

onto the pullover area can increase congestion, reduce running speeds and lean to accidents.   

-  Single police vehicle: It can also increase congestion, and if there’s no enforcement area in 

the HOV facility, it can be unsafe for the traffic, because the violator should cross several GP 

lanes to reach the right shoulder.  

 

2. Commuter enforcement  

 

 The commuter enforcement is an extension of the police enforcement. It allows unsatisfied 

commuters to report HOV violations to a HOV hotline.  

 When the implementation of a new HOV facility, some commuters have lack of information 

regarding the use of the facility and its benefits to the corridor in general. This is why, the first and 

second time a vehicle is reported to be illegally using the HOV lane, the owner of the car will receive a 

brochure with information about the rules of usage, and the benefits of such facilities. After the third 

time it may lead to sanction by paying tickets.  

 

Advantages  

 

 The most important benefit of commuter enforcement is that vehicles violating the HOV 

restrictions are given an opportunity to lean about the HOV facilities without being penalized. Also, 

when the commuters are directly involved in the enforcement of the HOV lanes, they understand 

better the benefits associated to the facility, and therefore stimulating the people to share rides and 

use public transportation.  

 

Disadvantages  

 

 It is dangerous to give the power of the law for commuters. The judgment can be subjective to 

each passenger and the information less reliable.   

 

3. Automated vehicle identification (AVI)  

  

 The basic components on an AVI system are the vehicle mounted transponder (tag), the 

roadside read and antenna array, a central computer system for processing and storing account data, 

and an enforcement and detection system.  

 Each carpool would have an AVI transponder mounted in their vehicle. The roadside reader 

broadcasts a signal, which activates the AVI transponder in the vehicle. The central computer 

processes the interaction between the roadside reader and the transponder and stores the interaction. 
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If the interaction between the transponder and the reader is not a valid interaction, then the 

enforcement system is activated and a photograph is taken of the vehicle in question.  

 

Advantages  

 

- The AVI system can be installed on a toll facility and in case of violation, send the ticket by 

mail. There would not be a need for any enforcement officers to be exposed to traffic.  

 

Disadvantages  

 

- Carpools can also be single occupancy vehicles on other trips; an alternative solution would 

be the possession of a tag by each individual in the vehicle.  

- The members of a carpool are giving up their comfort, privacy and flexibility in their schedule, 

if they have to also pay a tag to use the HOV facility, it may lead them to reconsider their 

choice. The tag should be given for free, and this could cause monetary issues. 

 

4. Video cameras  

 

 Video cameras are used to record both the number of occupants in the vehicle and the license 

plate of the vehicle in order to enforce the HOV lane requirements.  

 

Advantages  

 

- Videotape with the capability of rewinding and reviewing questionable vehicles has to capacity 

to give more accurate results, than the ones provided by an officer on the roadside who has to 

make decision on the spot about vehicles moving at 80 or 90 Km/h.  

- The use of video cameras is the alternative enforcement techniques for HOV facilities that do 

not have enforcement –pull over- areas.  

- The same video cameras can be also used to provide surveillance in corridor for incident 

detection.  

 

Disadvantages 

 

- One of the biggest problems of the use of video cameras is the opposition for civil liberty 

groups. They argue that the use of the cameras infringe on the privacy of the motorists. 

5. Machine vision  

 

 Machine vision is the use of electro-optical infrared sensors and/or image processors with 

pattern recognition to identify and distinguish individual vehicle occupants. This thermal imaging 

technology has proven to be successful in military surveillance. Using pattern recognition and heat 
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differentials, machine vision can differentiate a live person from a mannequin or a sleeping occupant 

from a warm rear axle.  

 

Advantages  

 

- The use of machine vision will reduce the enforcement officers exposure to traffic and 

weather; 

- Many of the object recognition problems associated with video enforcement are corrected; 

 

Disadvantages  

 

- Machine vision is currently not widely available for commercial use; 

- The initial equipment costs for machine vision are relatively high since it is a newly marketed 

product.  

 

B. Application of the enforcement techniques on the A2 and A5 corridors 
 

1. A5 corridor  

  

 The HOV lane implemented in the A5 corridor is separated by the GP lanes by a buffer, which 

make it more difficult to control vehicle violations; Also, with the important number of entries/exits from 

the highway, a large number of vehicles will switch from the HOV lane to the GP lanes, and vice 

versa.  

The solutions that seem the most adequate for this type of facility is to implement video cameras on 

two different locations (figure 56) and at the same time rely on the commuter enforcement.  

 

The use of these two enforcement techniques was chosen because: 

- There is no enforcement area that allows a roadside officer to pullover a vehicle violating the 

HOV restrictions; 

- If a car a seen violating the HOV law, pulling it over to right may cause even more disturbance 

in the corridor, and increase congestion; 

- There is no safe place for the police officer to stand and detect cars manually;  

- The implementation of the HOV facility is a new technique to reduce the congestion in the 

LMA and in Portugal in general, relying on the commuter enforcement will increase the 

awareness of the population on the importance and the advantages of such facilities, and 

encourage them to respect the law, and maybe switch to the use of carpooling or public 

transportation; 

- No extra fees will be paid by the HOV users to get a tag.  
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The video camera enforcement technique, described in the paragraph before, will be introduced on 

two bridges located on the map in the figure 53 below, with the following technique (figure 52).  

  

There are four video cameras, which can be used for HOV enforcement: 

- An oncoming view (1) 

- A oblique oncoming view downward into the passenger seat (2) 

- A license view (3) 

- An eye level camera view (4) 

 

 

Figure 52: Video Camera enforcement set up.  
 

 

The first Video Camera Set up will be put on the first bridge Estrela Militar following the exit number 6, 

and the second on the bridge Impasse à Estrada de Portela before the exit number 4.  

The two locations of this set up are shown in the figure 57 below.   

  
Figure 53: Location of the two Video Camera set-ups.  
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2. A2 Corridor  

 

 In the case of the HOV facility in the A2, the HOV lane and the GP lanes are separated by a 

physical barrier, which makes it easier to implement enforcement techniques. The vehicles can enter 

the facility at the start of it, and before the toll plaza by the entry number 1. The enforcement 

techniques that can be adopted here is the introduction of a video camera set up the first bridge that 

passes over the facility, which is Estrella Algazarra.  

And to control the vehicles violating the facility after the entry number 1 before the toll plaza, two 

methods can be used: 

 

- The presence of a police officer at the tollbooth that checks the number of vehicle occupants. 

They will be present on the three tollbooths reserved for HOV users, during the morning peak 

hours 7am-11am.  

- The use of the automated vehicle identification (AVI) system, by giving a badge for each 

occupant, and the machines at the HOV tollbooths will detect the number of occupants in the 

car.  

 

The choice of the solution will depend on the cost of each enforcement technique. For the AVI system 

the tags given to the commuters should be free to encourage the use of the facility.  

For both techniques, in case of violation the commuter can pay directly the ticket at the tollbooth, 

otherwise the ticket is send to his/her home by mail.  

 

The location of the video camera set up is on shown on the figure 54 below:  

 

Figure 54: Location of the camera set up. 
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Conclusion  
 

 The several steps developed in this work allowed an answer for the main question of the 

dissertation: Is the introduction of an HOV facility will actually help save travel time to commuters 

reaching Lisbon from the neighbor municipalities? This work adopted a practical approach using 

studies made before, and the available resources to get to concrete conclusions.  

 

 The main purpose was to have a coherent study by choosing a path allowing the different 

choices and estimations leading to the conclusions. The main ideas of the 5 parts of the study are the 

following:  

 

Part 1: Choice of candidate roadways  

  

- The selection of the criterias was essential to choose the HOV candidates roadways; for it to 

be justified and eventually efficient.  

- The first step was evaluating the criterias such as: level of congestion and number of 

commuters. In order to pre-select some of the roadways considered in the study.  

- This step was followed by the final selection using the survey made by the Infrastructure of 

Portugal; evaluating the flow during peak hours and the vehicle occupancy.  

- The four roadways chosen: A1- A2- A5 – IC19  

 

Part 2: Feasibility Study  

 

- The recommendations for a good and safe implementation of HOV facilities were taken for the 

HOV manual from the USA.  

- The feasibility study for the two roadways A2 and A5 is composed of five parts: choice of the 

HOV facility type, defining the HOV segment, defining the cross-section, the access points to 

the facility and finally the signalization system.  

 

Part 3: Evaluation  

 

- In order to evaluate the travel time saving resulting the implementation of the HOV lanes, the 

following estimations have been done: HOV demands, new traffic flow, new average speed 

and finally the travel time saving for GP users and HOV users.  

- The evaluation showed a 15 min travel time savings for HOV users in the morning peak hours 

for A2 and A5 highway.  

- The HOV lane won’t affect a lot the GP lanes for the A5 highway (more 2-3 min ) 

- The HOV will save time for GP lanes in the A2 highway (3-4 min)  

- Comparing to other case studies, and to the HOV recommendations, saving up to 10-15min is 

a considered as efficient. Which allows us to reply to the main question of this study; that the 
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implementation of the HOV facility will effectively save time for the commuters, during peak 

hours. 

 

Part 4: Enforcement  

- A5 Highway: two video camera set-ups and commuter enforcement  

- A2 Highway: one video camera set up and police check on the tollbooths reserved for HOV 

users.  

 

The limits of this study are the following:  

 

- The survey made by Infrastructures of Portugal has been made in 2010, so the numbers are 

estimated not to be relatively different from today.  

-  The feasibility hasn’t been without using any specialized software, but Google Maps, leading 

to imprecisions.   

- The estimations made to predict the flow in the corridors after the HOV facilities should be 

made with software simulations.  

- The use of Greenshield’s Macroscopic Model considering free flow doesn’t give a realistic 

idea about the study, but a range of the average speed and of the travel time savings.  

- The average speed considered in the HOV lane was considered 80 Km/h for a free flow.  

- The reaction of the population concerned can’t be predicted, and will have to be evaluated 

after the implementation of the HOV facility.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Annex 1- Case Studies  
 

 This part will present several experiences with existing High Occupancy Pathways (HOVs) 

projects in countries where this concept is already implemented. In this context, issues such as: types 

of HOV, characteristics, the advantages and disadvantages observed and the monitoring indicators 

used will be discussed.  

 

 The largest number of experiments on this type of route is clearly located in North America, 

particularly in the United States of America (USA) and Canada. In the USA, the research shows that 

they had developed a great technical / scientific solutions for the use of HOV facilities. The several 

experiences they had with many success cases allowed them to elaborate a variety of manuals that 

constitute the base of work and references for the implementation of HOV facilities.  

 

 From the information that could be gathered, most of the experiences of HOVs in Europe were 

implemented in urban high-capacity roads, with the exception of the HOV facility in the A-6 (N-VI) 

corridor in Madrid, which has been operating successfully for some years. In this case, this part 

presents some of the relevant information that could be collected at the international level, covering 

the U.S., Spain and Norway.  

 

A. Spain  
  

 In Madrid the case of the A-6 corridor (N-VI) is presented, the A Coruña motorway, which in 

addition to its inter-urban function, is an important axe in the accesses to Madrid for those who come 

from the municipalities along this corridor, as Pozuelo de Alarcón, Majadahonda, Las Rozas and 

others. 
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Figure 55: A-6 Corridor in Spain.  
 

 

 This corridor presented, in 1991 (Echaverri, J. Pozueta ), characteristics that led to the need 

to implement a solution that: 

- Increase the capacity of the corridor in terms of number of people transported; 

- Reduce travel times and energy consumption; 

- Improve air quality. 

 

The major problems that led to implementing the solution of HOV facility were as follows: 

 

- A high demand of the corridor in the connections to Madrid by the inhabitants in the municipalities to 

the West of the city of Madrid; 

- A high rate of motorization in the municipalities along this corridor, about 344.6 vehicles per 1,000 

inhabitants, which was high of the average for the metropolitan area of Madrid, which stood at 228.3 

vehicles / 1 000hab and with a modal split in home-work trips in favor of individual transport of 62.3%, 

also above the area average metropolitan area, which stood at 40%; 

- Disarticulated urban development of the alignment of the railway line and location of the respective 

stations; 

- Impossibility of extending the road platform; 

- A large number of commuting journeys to Madrid. About 71.1% of the trips observed in the corridor, 

in individual transport with home-work reason, were destined to Madrid; 

- Situations of recurrent congestion;  

- Speeds varying between 40 km / h and 20 km / h, depending on the proximity to Madrid; 
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 These characteristics associated to the intended objectives led to the option of implementing 

an HOV facility. This route acts as a reversible corridor and has the following characteristics: 

 

- 12.3 km with two 3.5-meter-wide tracks separated from the remaining "New Jersey" concrete 

separator tracks and functioning as HOV / BUS; 

- 3,8 km of track with 3,5 m width that works only for BUS, with a stop at Moncloa multimodal 

station; 

- Operating towards the entrance to Madrid, from 6:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., from Monday to 

Friday, from 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. on Saturday and from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on Sunday. 

- Operating in the direction of the exit from Madrid, from 1:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., from Monday 

to Friday, from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm on Saturday and from 9:00 am to 2:00 pm on Sunday; 

- Access is allowed at the extremities and at three intermediate points: Las Rozas, El Plantio 

and Aravaca. These accesses are made by a tunnel that flows directly into the HOV / BUS 

lane. The ends of the HOV / BUS lanes and the access points are represented in Figure 56. 

The access to the HOV / BUS lane in Las Rozas is shown in Figure 56.  
 

Figure 56: Access points to the HOV facility  
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Figure 57: Access to the HOV facility in Las Rozas.  
 

 

The parameters such as the distribution of the vehicle occupation and the travel times has been 

gathered here. They are quite old, reporting to 1995 (year of opening of VAO) and 1996. 

 

Table 35 shows the number of passengers carried in the A-6 corridor, according to the lane used 

(HOV or GP lanes).  

 

Table 35: Average monthly volume of passengers transported along the A-6 corridor, between 7:00 and 10:00 
  

 

 

  

 

 The VAO / BUS carries about 60% of the passengers that circulate in the corridor between 

7:00 and 10:00. 

 

Also in relation to traffic data and corridor performance, it was possible to obtain data from: 

- 1991: prior to implementation of VAO / BUS: 

- 1995: year of opening; 

- 1996: one year after its operation. 

 

  HOV/Bus Lanes GP lanes  
  Bus Vehicle Total  Bus  Other Total  
November 1995. 10430 12471 22901 1170 11371 12541 
November 1996. 10905 11823 22728 1115 16945 18060 
November 1997. 12050 10979 23029 1865 15041 16906 
November 1998. 12040 13100 25140 910 15792 16702 
November 2001. 14110 13059 27169 2110 16353 18463 
October 2008. 17634 15838 33472 838 17463 18301 
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The data are presented in the tables below and were gathered by the Juan de Herrera Institute and 

the Department of Transportation (Monzón, A., González, O., Cristóbal, C.).  

 

Table 36: Traffic data in the N-VI corridor (A-6) -1991 
 

  1991 Type of transportation  
Hours  Volume (veh) Speed (Km/h) Travel Time (min: sec) Vehicle  Bus  
7:00- 8:00 5017 20.5  35:29 6823   
8:00-9:00 4710 62 19:56 6405 6553 
Peak hours  11208 41.25 

 
15243 7710 

 

 
Table 37: Traffic data in the N-VI corridor (A-6) -1995 

 
 

 

 

 

Table 38: Traffic data in the N-VI corridor (A-6) -1996 
 

 

The analysis of the data demonstrates the success of the introduction of the VAO, with an increase in 

the average speed and consequent reduction of the total average travel time in the corridor for the 

time between 7:00 and 8:00. 

 

There was also a significant increase in the average vehicle occupancy rate in the corridor from 1991 

to 1995, as can be seen in Table 35. 

 

 

 

 

  1995 
Type of 

transportation  
  Volume (Veh) Speed (Km/h) Travel Time (min: sec) 

Vehicle  Bus  Hours  HOV GP lanes  HOV GP lanes  HOV  GP lanes  
7:00- 8:00 2377 4079 72.6 46.9 9;03 15:17 9657 2596 
8:00-9:00 2186       14:85 28:03 7623 4790 
Peak hours  5778 10612     9:32 21670 12281 

  1996 
Type of 

transportation  
  Volume (veh) Speed (Km/h) Travel Time (min:sec) 

Vehicle  Bus  Hours  HOV GP lanes  HOV GP lanes  HOV  GP lanes  
7:00- 8:00 2062 4344 70.6 47.9 9:36 14:27 10252 3658 
8:00-9:00 2142       17:01 30;42   4695 
Peak hours  5927 12000     9:08 27213 14509 
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Table 39: Vehicle occupancy in the corridor N-VI (A-6)  
 

 
 

In terms of the modal split, it was favorable to individual transport (car) and BUS, having increased by 

0,7% and 1,7% respectively, and unfavorable to the train mode that operates along the corridor, which 

decreased by 2.3%. 

 

In Table 36 the modal split reveals that the relationship between the modes remained similar, but 

there was a favorable use of the BUS. This is explained by the travel time gains (see Table 41) in this 

mode, due to the HOV and its direct connection to the Moncloa intermodal station. 

 

Table 40: Transport mode distribution in the corridor.  

 

Table 41: Time of travel (minutes) by bus, in the morning peak hours period, in the N-VI corridor 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 The characteristics of this HOV facility are summarized in Figure 58. This HOV / BUS facility is 

an example of success, with several advantages such as tunnel access / exit and a BUS-only section 

that connects directly to the Moncloa intermodal station, served by 2 lines of Subway. It can be 

concluded that this VAO had a quantitative effect on commuting habits, with a significant reduction in 

the percentage of vehicles with the driver alone (from 70% in 1991 to 61% in 1996).  

 

 

 

 

Year  
Average vehicle 
occupancy  1 occupant  2 occupants  3+ occupants  

1991 1,36 70% 22% 8% 
1995 1,5 58.50% 34.10% 7.00% 
1996 1,47 60.60% 33.90% 5.50% 

Mode of Transportation  1991 1995 1996 
Vehicles  15243 48.60% 21670 48.80% 27213 49.30% 
1 occupant  10670 34% 12741 28.70% 16491 29.80% 
2 occupants  3353 10.70% 7389 16.60% 9225 16.70% 
3+ occupants  1219 3.80% 1517 3.40% 1498 2.70% 
Bus  7710 24.60% 12281 27.60% 14509 26.30% 
Train  8379 26.70% 10446 23.50% 13480 24.40% 
Total  31332   44397   55202   

Time period  1991 1995 1996 
7:00 - 8:00 26' 13' 12' 
8:00 - 9:00 32' 14' 18' 
9:00 -10:00  27' 11' 11' 
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B. United States of America  
 

 As already mentioned, the United States of America is the country with the most experience in 

implementing HOVs, dating to the early 1960s and early 1970s. According to a report by Booz Allen 

Hamilton Inc. and HNTB Corporation, for the Federal Highway Administration in 2008, there were 

about 350 HOVs in operation and / or planned in 20 of the 50 States. Although the reality of this 

country is very different from the Portuguese reality, it is really important to include it in this part, given 

the vast experience and evidence of success and failure that exists there and because this type of 

solutions have been tested and implemented for more than 4 decades. 

 

 With a large number of cases in the USA, a summary of existing infrastructures is presented 

in the following.  

 

Thus, according to the report made by Booz Allen Hamilton Inc. and HNTB Corporation, there were in 

2008 about 345 HOVs distributed by different States. Of which, at the date of the inventory, were: 

- 301 open and in operation; 

- 10 in the planning stage; 

- 15 in the design phase or revision of the environmental impact study; 

- 14 under construction; 

- 5 built but not in operation. 

 

Regarding the operating characteristics, the following is included: 

- Number of lanes: the vast majority of corridors with HOVs have one route each way, with only 

one that works with two ways per direction. However, more corridors are planned with 2 HOVs 

per direction; 

- Type of road: The most common road types are traffic routes, running to the center, on the left 

side of the lane and running, about 187 of the HOVs (54%); there are only 4 such ways to 

operate on the right side; about 37 of the HOVs are reversible or counter-flow; 77 are on the 

right for BUS only; 
 

 - Type of road separation: most are separated by continuous horizontal tracing, 118 of the 345 

 inventoried; about 60 are separated by a safety separation area resulting from horizontal 

 painting; 45 are separated by physical barriers, 6 of which are with removable barriers; 

 
 

- Operating periods: of the HOVs in the inventory. 140 of the HOVs run 24 hours a day all 

week, including routes only for BUS; 156 operate in one of the peak periods or both, from 

Monday to Friday; 
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- Length: The longest routes in the USA are in California with extensions between 84 and 93 

km in length and one route in each direction. However, there are track records with a varying 

number of extensions, the smallest of which are bypasses. 

 

- Traffic permits: of the HOVs included in the inventory, 185 are open to the circulation of 

vehicles with 2 or more occupants (2+), there is only 14 for 3 or more occupants (3+); in 

addition to these there are several routes reserved for BUS; some with the number of 

occupants varying according to the request in each period. In addition to these there are 

several high occupancy toll roads (HOT), whereby, depending on the cases, the use is free for 

2+ or 3+ vehicles and paid for by the rest.  

 

 

 

 

In addition, low-emission vehicles are still permitted in some of these routes, by requiring identification 

plates that allow HOV to be cycled. 

 

Figure 58: Tollbooth HOV for single-occupant vehicles I-25 Express Lanes, Denver 
 

- Permitted access: these HOVs also vary according to access, resulting from the inventory 

characterization the distribution shown in the following chart. 

 

 
 

 

In operational terms, it can be seen that there’s a maximum demand of 23 500 vehicles in the peak 

period of the morning, one in the HOVs in New Jersey and 5 280 vehicles at rush hour of the morning 

in the HOVs in Washington. 
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Regarding the transgression rates, data are available for 86 of the HOVs, of which there are 76 HOVs 

with a percentage of transgression equal to or less than 15%, 8 HOVs between this value and 28% 

and 2 HOVs with the highest transgression records corresponding to 37 % and 43%. 

 

The overall information regarding savings in travel times is very small, with only 91 of the HOVs listed 

in the inventory. The figures point to a saving of more than 20 minutes in 12 of these HOVs. Of 

course, this value is of little relevance when you do not have the associated distances traveled.  

 

As an example, some of the US high-capacity corridors where HOVs have been implemented have 

been selected. This listing was taken from the inventory conducted in 2007 by the Committee on HOV, 

HOT, and Managed Lanes of the Transportation Research Board (TRB). Given the long list of runners, 

a selection was made based on the following criteria: 

 

- With only one VAO; 

- Extensions less than or equal to 20 km; 

- Permitted to 2+, 3+ or BUS; 

- Operation without toll. 

 

The results are presented in the following two tables. It should be noted that unfilled fields or, in the 

case of traffic on the generalized routes, fields at zero correspond to data whose information does not 

exist or has not been made available. 
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Table 42: List of examples of HOV facilities in corridors in USA 
 

City  Highway HOV type Date of 
opening  

Number 
of HOV 
+ GP 
lanes  

HOV 
length  Allowance  Operating 

horus  

Time 
saving 
(min) 

Oregon I-5NB Concurrent 
flow/ buffer 1998 1+2 5.6 2+,Bus, 

Motorcicles  3h-6h pm 7 

Texas 

I-30 
(ERLT) 

Contra-flow/ 
Removal 
barrier 

1991 1+8 8.3 2+, 
Motorcicles 

6-9h am        
15:30-
19:00 

5 

I-635 EB 
Reverible by-
pass queue/ 

physical barrier  
1997 1+6 11 2+, 

Motorcicles 24/7 3 

I-635 Wb Concurrent 
flow/ buffer 1997 1+6 11 2+, 

Motorcicles 24/7 5 

I-35E Concurrent 
flow/ buffer 2002 1+8 10.4 2+, 

Motorcicles 

6-10h am         
14:30-
19:00 

5 

Virginia 

I-64WB Reversible/ 
barrier  2001 1+8 15.3 

2+,Bus, 
Motorcicles, 

Police   
4-8h pm 14 

I-64 EB Concurrent 
flow/ buffer 2001 1+8 14.5 

2+,Bus, 
Motorcicles, 

Police   
6-8h am 11 

I-264 Concurrent 
flow/ buffer 1992 1+3 14.5 

2+,Bus, 
Motorcicles, 

Police   
4-6hpm  11 

I-264 
WB 

Concurrent 
flow/ buffer 1992 1+3 14.5 

2+,Bus, 
Motorcicles, 

Police   
6-8h am 10 

Dulles 
Toll WB 

Concurrent 
flow/ buffer 1998 1+3 19.3 

2+,Bus, 
Motorcicles, 

Police   
4-6:30 pm  8 

Dulles 
toll EB  

Concurrent 
flow/ buffer 1998 1+3 19.3 

2+,Bus, 
Motorcicles, 

Police   

6:30-9h 
am  - 

Washington I-S 58 Concurrent 
flow/ buffer 2001 1+3 7.2 2+,Bus, 

Motorcicles  6h-8h am 4.5 

 
 
 
 
 It should be noted that most HOV implementation projects in the USA have been in operation 

for more than a decade, making it difficult to access comparative evaluation studies before and after 

HOVs started operating. Most of the recent studies focus on comparing the current corridor demand 

market, evaluating corridor user satisfaction, and forecasting studies and analyzing possible changes 

to maximize the efficiency of HOV operations. 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Annex 2  - Level of Service 1/2 
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Annex 2 – Level of Service 2/2 
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